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Abstract

Embedded domain-specific languages (DSLs) are a new light-weight approach to implement DSLs with lower initial costs than traditional non-embedded DSL approaches. However, existing embedded DSL approaches only support a subset of DSLs that can be implemented with traditional non-embedded approaches. This is because existing embedding approaches lack support for important requirements that currently are only supported by traditional non-embedded approaches. This technical report identifies important requirements for language implementation. It gives an extensive review of the support for a selection of desirable properties by embedding approaches that address these requirements. The review explains details of the available mechanisms in existing embedding approaches; it identifies open issues and limitations of the current techniques. To overcome current shortcomings of embedded DSL approaches, the review proposes a roadmap for the research in techniques for embedding DSLs. For the roadmap, the review draws conclusions from studying the available support for the desirable properties in related work on traditional non-embedded approaches.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in new languages that provide special syntax and semantics for certain problem and technical domains, so called domain-specific languages (DSLs) [vDKV00, MHS05]. Because most DSLs provide a concrete syntax that is closer to its problem domain than a general-purpose language (GPL), they allow for higher end-user productivity [MHS05, KLP+08]. Furthermore, DSLs provide domain-specific abstractions and constraints, which provide opportunities for analysis and optimizations [vDKV00, MHS05]. Famous examples of DSLs are BNF, SQL, and HTML.

Many DSLs are virtually indispensable tools for language end users to efficiently implement software artifacts for special problem domains. However, in general, developing a new DSL creates large costs for the language developer. A language developers needs to implement the infrastructure for this DSL. DSL artifacts need to be integrated with other artifacts written in GPLs. Hence, there are increasing requests to compose DSLs with existing GPLs [ME00, BV04, TFH09], e.g. SQLj [ME00] composes SQL [DD89] and Java™ [LY99]. These increasing amount of requests for new DSL integrations create a challenge for traditional language implementation approaches that have little support for extensibility [BV04, Cor06, HM03].

A light-weight approach to DSLs that addresses parts of these problems is to embed a language into an existing language [Lan66, Hud96, Hud98, Kam98]. The existing language serves as a host language for implementing the embedded language. Following this approach, the embedded language can reuse the general-purpose features of the host language. Consequently, when the embedded language shares common language constructs with the host language, this reduces the costs to implement the DSL. Further, the approaches eliminates the costs for developing a special infrastructure for the embedded language by reusing the existing host language infrastructure [Hud98, Kam98, KLP+08], i.e., existing development tools, parsers, compilers, and virtual machines.

From the language developer’s perspective, there are interesting benefits when following the embedded approach. New language features can be added incrementally by “simply” extending the corresponding libraries. Embeddings are easier to compose in contrast to languages that are implemented with traditional approaches, such as pre-processors, interpreters, and compilers [MHS05]. Those benefits are a competitive advantage over traditional language implementation approaches.

However, embedding approaches also have important drawback compared to traditional language implementation approaches. Existing embedding approaches have no full support for many properties that would be available when using a tradition approach. Most importantly, in embedding approaches, there is a lack of support for extensibility with semantic adaptations, composition of interacting languages, new composition mechanisms, partial concrete syntax, pluggable scoping, analyses and transformations.

This technical report identifies important requirements for language implementation. It gives an extensive review of the support for a selection of desirable properties by embedding approaches that address these requirements. The review explains details of the available mechanisms in existing embedding approaches, it identifies open issues and limitations of the current techniques. To overcome current shortcomings of embedded approaches, the review proposes a roadmap for the research in techniques for embedding DSLs. For the roadmap, the review draws conclusions from studying the available support for the desirable properties in related work on traditional non-embedded approaches.

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Section 2 surveys existing embedding approaches. Section 3 identifies a set of desirable properties for language implementation that developers expect support for—not only by traditional non-embedded approaches but also by embedded approaches. Then, Section 4 reviews the current support for these properties by embedding approaches and draws the future research roadmap. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the review results.

---
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2 Embedding Approaches

Various embedding approaches propose using different host languages, namely languages that allow pure functional programming [Hud98, CKS09, ALY09], dynamic programming [Pes01, TFH09, KG07, KM09, RGN10, AO10], staging and meta-programming [COST04, SCK04, Tra08], strong-typing for classed-based object oriented programming [Eva03, Fow05, Gar08, Dub06, HO10], generative programming [Kam98, EFDM03, CM07], and source code transformations [BV04, Cor06].

Using these approaches, DSLs have been implemented for various domains, such as for mathematical calculations [Hud98, COST04, Dub06, HORM08, CKS09, ALY09], query languages [LM00, Cor06, Dub06], image processing [Kam98, EFDM03, SCK04], user/web interfaces [BV04, TFH09, KG07, Gar08], code generation [BV04, CM07, Tra08], simulations [Pes01, OSV07] and testing [FP06, AO10].

There are two distinct styles of embeddings, which have different qualities. According to Tratt [Tra08] language embeddings can be distinguished with respect to the relation to their host language: homogeneous and heterogeneous embeddings. A homogeneous embedding is an embedding in Hudak’s sense [Hud96, Hud98], where a language developer implements a language basically as a library whereby the host language infrastructure compiles or executes homogeneously embedded programs and their embedded language libraries together with other programs in the host language in a uniform way. In contrast, a heterogeneous embedding is an embedding in Kamin’s sense [Kam98]: a language developer uses the host language (also called meta-language) to implement a language as an embedded compiler. This embedded compiler pre-processes or generates code in a target language (also called object language). In heterogeneous embeddings, one can understand an embedded program as a specification for the embedded compiler that produces executable code for it in the target language. Although the idea to reuse features of the host languages in the two embedding styles is similar, the qualities of embeddings are fundamentally different and inherit different characteristics for the embedded language. Therefore, the homogeneous and heterogeneous embedding styles are used to categorize the embedding approaches in the remainder of this report.

2.1 Homogeneous Embedding Approaches

Homogeneous embedding approaches inherit most of their host language’s features, since the embedding and its programs are seamlessly integrated with the host language. Thus, parts of the host language features to be used in programs of the embedded language. The literature proposes to use various programming languages with different features for homogeneously embedding languages, namely (a) pure functional languages, (b) dynamic languages, (c) multi-stage languages, and (d) strongly-typed object-oriented languages.

Functional Languages: In functional host languages, data types and (higher-order) functions are used to encode domain semantics. Several approaches have been proposed.

Hudak [Hud96, Hud98] proposes to use a pure functional host language for implementing embeddings, called pure embedding. A language developer defines domain types with algebraic data types and their domain operations with higher-order functions on these types. The major advantage when embedding a language in a functional language is that language developers can rely on the host language’s support for functional and type-safe composition. To evolve languages, developers can compose languages from modularly implemented constructs using monads [Mog89, Wad90], if the used algebraic types are compatible. Hudak demonstrates that with his approach, one can implement simple domain abstractions for small languages such as a mathematical language for calculations on regions. Further, one can implement common features found in mainstream programming languages, such as state and error handling. With Hudak’s embedding, there are several disadvantages that DSL researchers have identified and that are common to almost all other homogeneous embedding approaches. Most important, the syntax of programs is often inappropriate [MHS05, KLP+08], since programs are encoded the host language in an abstract syntax. Another problem is that there is an interpretative overhead, when
executing embedded programs, since there is function application and pattern matching on the embedded library, which poses an interpretative overhead at runtime [She04a]. In [Hud98], Hudak proposes to exploit partial evaluation to remove part of the interpretative overhead, but he found that the quality of partial evaluation of embedded expressions depends on the functional language the embedding uses. Hudak’s proposal to embed language have launched an extensive body of ongoing research that targets at improving the composition of type between languages as well as at removing the interpretative overhead of embedding DSLs in functional languages.

Leijen et al. [LM99, LM00] apply Hudak’s technique and use monads to homogeneously embed support for SQL [DD89] statements in Haskell. They call their embedded library HaskellDB. They map SQL queries to list comprehensions that provides syntax in functional language to build a new list from existing lists. Further, they map SQL expressions to unsafe algebraic data types, and they make them type-safe using phantom types. Finally, a generator rewrites the embedded SQL queries to SQL code in standard syntax that is then executed on the data base server. The advantages of embedding SQL into Haskell are that they can guarantee type-safe SQL queries, i.e. once the Haskell compiler has type checked those SQL queries, they cannot fail. In particular, this property prevents SQL statements to select unknown columns. Unfortunately, HaskellDB has an abstract syntax that due to list comprehensions is very different from the standard SQL syntax. After all, their technique can be seen as an inspiration for embedding other languages, but they do not focus on providing a general approach to embed new languages, as the scope of their discussion remains restricted to SQL, therefore, this report excludes their approach from subsequent comparisons.

Carette et al. [CKS07, CKS09] address several problems of pure embeddings. They use functional composition to build typed, embedded DSLs. In contrast to computations that are tagged with type constructors such as by Hudak, they homogeneously embed tagless code generator functions in the OCaml language and discuss the transferability of their results in other typed functional languages, such as Haskell and MetaOCaml. They encode embedded programs in higher-order abstract syntax (HOAS) [PE88], also known as Church encoding [Chu40]. HOAS encodes expressions as lambda expressions, which enables reusing the host languages binding mechanism for the embedding. Using the host binding frees the language developer from keeping track on environments when developing evaluators. Moreover, HOAS enables using functional composition for the compositionality of embedded expressions, whereby preserving types. They define syntax in an OCaml module, and semantics in its module implementation that implements the corresponding module signature. Further, they use functors to bind expressions in a program to their semantics. A key property in their approach is that embeddings are well-typed and implemented in a typed host language. The resulting type-preserving interpretations have the guarantee that programs execute without type failures. Another key property of their approach is that, due to the encoding, programs can abstract over semantics, i.e. they can use different evaluators to interpret one and the same program representation under various semantics. The main advantage of this approach is that they represent typed expressions in the embedded language as type expressions in the host languages, i.e. using the same types makes the type system uniform such that the host compiler can check type-safety. While Carette et al. need only simple features, other program encodings in other approaches need advanced type-system features. The problem is that the use of those advanced type-system features, such as generalized abstract data types (GADTs), dependent types, or universal types either have disadvantages w.r.t. complexity and possibilities for optimizations. With their HOAS encoding of programs, the compiler of the host language can perform much more optimizations, since HOAS does not hamper with partial evaluation, in contrast to other functional embedding approaches in which tagging often prevents partial evaluation.

Atkey et al. [ALY09] address the problem that it is awkward to analyze and manipulate embedded DSL expressions encoded in HOAS. To solve the problem, they perform intensional analysis enabled by unembedding of embedded expressions as de Bruijn terms—a special encoding that they implement using GADTs in Haskell. In previous work, Atkey proofed that HOAS encodings can be mapped with an isomorphism to de Bruijn encodings and back [Atk09]. The advantage of de Bruijn encoding over HOAS is
that language developers can implement analyses more conveniently. They demonstrate the applicability of their approach by presenting several small embeddings, such as untyped and typed lambda calculus, functions with limited pattern matching, Boolean values, numbers. They demonstrate a simple analysis that counts expression in a program, and transformations between HOAS and de Bruijn terms, but domain specific analysis and transformation is out of scope. Further, they show that their approach can enable mobile code and nested relational calculus, which permits nested queries in query languages. The downside of using GADTs is that embeddings may suffer from exhaustive pattern matching [CKS09]. Further, they identify several problems and limitations with the current Haskell type system, which cannot proof type soundness in certain situations that lead to so-called exotic types. They address some of these problems, e.g. with type casts, while other problems remain unsolved and the resulting limitations pose an additional overhead on language developers.

To recapitulate, functional languages allow embedding and independent composing DSLs using functional and monadic composition. However, so far, only the implementation of small languages have been demonstrated. Because of the complexity pure embeddings, there are little applications outside academic community for several reasons. First, the work on embedding DSL in functional languages yet has been too little compared to existing work on DSLs, which makes it hard to understand their benefits and drawbacks. Second, there is no support for concrete DSL syntax, which reduces the end user productivity to write DSL programs [KLP+08]. In other words, these approaches trade the ease for the language developers to embedding a language over ease the language end users that want to write DSL programs in concrete syntax. Third, the understanding of DSLs is quite different from the common understanding of DSLs by the DSL community. Pure embedding mostly demonstrate re-implementation of general-purpose language constructs (e.g. lambda abstractions) that are already available in their host, from which it is hard draw conclusions about applicability for implementing industrial DSLs. Although this mismatch does not violate the liberal definition of DSLs in general, there are little convincing example DSLs that demonstrate Forth, most concepts cannot be reused in main-stream programming languages that are used in industry, which do not have the required features and which have side-effects. Fifth, for exploiting the advantages of the functional embedding approaches, a rather practicable limitation is that these approaches assume the developer to be a domain expert as well as an expert in functional languages having advanced type systems, monads, and higher-order functions. Their assumptions heavily restrict the pool of available people, since only few developers in industry have both skills. In sum, because of these reasons and combinations of thereof, so far, their applicability is rather limited.

**Dynamic Languages:** There is a long tradition to embed domain-specific languages in dynamic languages. In general, embedding a DSL in a dynamic language is easier for the language developer, because there are no or little restrictions by a type system. Because embedding use rather simple techniques, they are frequently implemented by end users and average-skilled programmers. The downside of this is that DSL are implemented rather in an ad-hoc manner and that the host language provide less guarantees for embedding and DSL programs.

Embedding domain-specific languages has been a well-known technique in languages of untyped functional languages, such as Scheme from the LISP family. In [Pes01], Peschanski refers to such an embedded language as a jargon. A jargon is implemented in Scheme using Scheme’s macro system. Embedded programs are represented as S-expression in abstract syntax. To define the abstract syntax, the language developer uses a meta-language, which is itself implemented as a jargon—a meta-jargon, that uses Scheme macros to define syntax and semantics. To define an expression type, the developer defines a new macro of which the name defines a keyword and of which the parameters its subexpressions. To define semantics, there are macro implementations that produce Scheme code at runtime. To evolve jargons, hierarchical composition of jargons is supported by one jargon explicitly importing other jargons. Other forms of compositions are not discussed. The benefits of jargons is that they are simple because there is no implementation overhead due to type annotations or restrictions by a type system. A drawback is that program execution can lead to runtime errors.

2.1 Homogeneous Embedding Approaches
In object-oriented scripting languages, embedded DSLs are frequently used to implement rather small, ad-hoc DSLs that are also very popular outside the academic world.

**Ruby** [Rub, TFH09] is a fully object-oriented scripting language that frequently uses embedding DSLs in frameworks. Ruby allows modularly defining embedded DSLs in classes. Embedded programs are Ruby scripts in abstract syntax. Language developers define the abstract syntax for expression types in a class’s method signatures and the corresponding method implementations define the semantics. For example, Ruby uses a family of embedded DSLs in its popular **Ruby on Rails** Web framework. There are numerous demonstrations of practicable embedded DSLs. To evolve embedded languages in Ruby, Ruby can re-open the class definition of an embedded language implementation to add new abstract syntax and semantic at runtime. There is little research of composing independently developed languages in Ruby, although it support features for composition, such as mixins, and feature for invasive adaptations via reflection.

Achenbach et al. [AO10] present an embedding approach for embedding languages in Ruby that targets at implementing dynamic analyses using dynamic aspects. They use a *meta-aspect protocol* [DMB09] and special *scoping strategies* for aspects [Tan08, Tan09] to control the binding and activation of aspects for dynamic analyses. Further, they apply a special technique to intercept execution at the basic block level, which is similar to the concept of *sub-method reflection* [DDLM07], but has been developed independently. On top of these techniques they implement special abstractions for dynamic analysis. The advantage is that end users can easily embed dynamic analysis for debugging aspects, similar to [DMB09], and it enables explorative testing with non-deterministic input data. Unfortunately, it is not clear how good the approach scales w.r.t. to language evolution, since composable analyses and transformation are not addressed.

**Groovy** [Gro, KG07] is another fully object-oriented scripting language that uses similar features like Ruby for embedding DSLs. Embedded programs are Groovy scripts that have an abstract syntax. Groovy supports extensible EDSLs using so-called *builders*, but they support only hierarchical extensions. A Groovy *builder* must extend a certain standard library class and add methods to encode syntax and semantics. Composition of independently embedded DSLs is possible, when they are implemented as *categories* using Groovy’s support for dynamic mixins. Still, resulting language compositions have little guarantees for correctness, when languages have interactions and conflicts.

The **π** language [KM09] is a special host language with special features to change the syntax and semantics at runtime. What is special is that **π** programs can have any syntax of a *context-free grammar* (CFG). The language developers defines DSL expression types as so-called *patterns*. Each pattern recognizes a piece of the concrete syntax and gives it a *meaning*—an interpretation in the **π** language. The **π** interpreter processes DSL program line by line. When encountering expressions in a line, there must be always exactly one matching pattern for an expression type. Pattern can be redefined and they are lexically scoped, thus **π** always uses the inner-most enclosing pattern definition to interpret an encountered expression. The benefit of using *pi* is that syntactic and semantic extensibility built into the host language, which makes it particularly natural to evolve embeddings with the provided host language features. Unfortunately, **π** exceptional language features do not allow adopting the approach to other host languages, and they also require the language to be executed with an interpreter.

Renggli et al. embedded DSLs into the Smalltalk [RGN10]. Their approach, called Helvetia, addresses the problem of providing support for concrete syntax and improving tool support. End users can encode DSL programs either in Smalltalk syntax or, if a concrete syntax was defined by the language developer, they can use DSL syntax. To embed a language without special syntax, the language developer defines a set of Smalltalk classes of which the methods defines expression types. To embed a language with a special syntax, the language developer implements a parser in Smalltalk using a parser combinator library. To define execution semantics for special syntax, the developer uses an embedded DSL to implement transformation rules on AST nodes. Later, after parsing a DSL program, its expressions in AST nodes are transformed to ordinary Smalltalk code and then compiled by the host compiler. The advantage of Helvetia is that it supports certain kinds of evolution. Developers can extend a language by attaching ad-
ditional parser components to an existing parser using the combinators. They can define several parsers that can be used in parallel. They can even define parsers that use special reflective features of Smalltalk that transform existing programs. Another benefit of choosing the Smalltalk platform is that Helvetia integrates with the Smalltalk tools that developers can extend for syntax highlighting of DSLs. Helvetia’s homogeneous integration with Smalltalk allows the debugger to trace transformed code back to its textual representation in concrete DSL syntax. Unfortunately, because Helvetia relies on the exceptional features of Smalltalk, e.g. that a compiler component is accessible at runtime, the approach cannot be adopted for other host languages that do not provide these features.

In sum, the advantage of embedding in these host languages is that their dynamic features provide great flexibility. Unfortunately, embedding in these language is ad-hoc and rather a craft than a discipline. Another downside of embedding in dynamic languages is the interpretative overhead of indirections needed for their dynamicity and for realizing the flexibility of their features. Ruby is an interpreted language. Groovy compiles to Java bytecode, but the generated bytecode contains many indirections. Further, since there are little guarantee for DSL programs and composition, since the interpreter and compiler do not check types before runtime. Last but not least, the power and flexibility of dynamic scripting languages has not been systematically studies and compared with other embedding approaches.

(Multi-)Stage Languages: A (multi-)stage host language [SBP99, COST04] has a small set of language constructs for the constructing AST nodes, combining them, and generating executable code from ASTs, whereby often a static type system guarantees that all programs they generate are correct. In (multi)-stage host languages, developers can implement languages embeddings using meta-programming in a homogeneous way, i.e. programs that generate other program in the same language. Staging-based embedding approaches address the problem of the interpretative overhead for embedded languages that is removed by generating code. There are several embedding approaches that use different host languages. Czarnecki et al. [COST04] compare MetaOCaml, TemplateHaskell, and template meta-programming in C++. The difference between these host languages and the approaches are rather minor and not relevant for a first comparison.

(Multi-)stage languages provide special features for construction, combination, and execution of program expressions. For constructing ASTs, the (multi-)stage languages provide a quotation operator with which developers can embed expressions of the object language into the meta-language. For example, in TemplateHaskell, one can quote a Haskell expression in Oxford brackets [\ldots] that reifies a corresponding AST representation of it. For combining expressions of different stages, often there is a special anti-quotation operator to escape inside a quoted expression. Finally, for execution, there is a splicing operator that reflects an AST back to code, i.e. it generates executable code. With splicing, staging allows compiling programs from the object language to the meta-language, hence there is no interpretative overhead.

The biggest advantage with staging is that there are no library calls to an embedded library, but the embedding generates code at compile-time [COST04, Tra08]. Another advantage of typed multi-staged embeddings is that the host’s type system can guarantee that (more or less) all generated code is well-typed [COST04]. Further, the quoting mechanism eases to mix expressions in the meta-language and the object language, which makes it relatively simple for language developer to switch stages (or levels) in the interpreter.

However, there are several disadvantages w.r.t. the support for concrete syntax, both for language developers and end users. For developers, although staging facilitates access to the AST, adding specific AST nodes e.g. for DSL syntax is out of scope, and not addressed in most embedding approaches for (multi-)stage host languages, in particular for the language end user.

Seefried et al. [SCK04] address problems of both homogeneous and heterogeneous embedding approaches. For homogeneous staging-based embeddings, they address the problem that the language developer has to implement a compiler front-end for the embedded language, i.e. the AST nodes for the embedded languages (cf. [COST04, SBP99]). For heterogeneous embeddings, which are discussed below, they address the problem that the developer has to implement a new compiler back-end.
To address these problems, they propose that an embedded compiler should use compile-time meta-programming, which TemplateHaskell facilitates, which they call extensional meta-programming. With meta-programming, they can implement optimizations in a more homogeneous way, such as unboxing arithmetic expressions, aggressive inlining, and algebraic transformations. To validate their approach, they have reimplemented Elliott et al.'s Pan language [EFDM03], which is homogeneously embedded, to their homogeneous embedding with meta-programming, and compare the performance of their implementation with and without optimizations. Their use a different platform to implement Elliott's Pan, and thus, it is not fully comparable, but their measurements show that still the original heterogeneous implementation of Pan outperforms their reimplemented.

Tratt [Tra08] is the only who proposed a single-stage embedding approach with support for concrete syntax in the Converge programming language. It is different from the other staging-based approaches in that the language developer describes the syntax of the embedded language in a BNF-like DSL, generates a parser from this, and specifies transformation rules to rewrite AST nodes to Converge code. A Converge program can use a quotation operator to embed DSL code in concrete syntax into a so-called DSL block, which will reify a corresponding AST representation that is then rewritten by the rewrite rules, which reflects the AST nodes to executable code. The advantage of Converge is that language end users can write the program in any concrete notation. Further, transformation happens at compile-time and therefore the execution of DSL code can be expected to be rather fast. Unfortunately, in Converge, there are no guarantees that the generated code is type-safe.

Typed Object-Oriented Languages: Embeddings are implemented in object-oriented host languages that allow modular and type-safe language embeddings.

Evans [Eva03] and Fowler [Fow05] propose to embed DSLs into main-stream programming languages used in industry, such as Java. In Java, language end users can encode embedded programs in abstract syntax as ordinary Java programs that call the API of an embedded library. This API is structured in a special way, which Evans and Fowler call a fluent interface. The classes of the library define expression types in the embedded language using Java constructs. Literals are encoded as constants, domain-specific operations are encoded with method calls. For creating complex expressions, method calls can be chained together, where the return parameter of a method in the fluent interface represents the syntactic category of the next possible expression. He proposed to refer to such an embedded DSL as an internal DSL since the embedded DSL is implemented as a library, which contrast it from external DSLs that are implemented with pre-processors or other external tools. The advantage of their approach is that no special language features are required from the host language for embeddings. The disadvantage is that for the language developer it is hard to design the abstract syntax close to the domain, mostly because the Java syntax and semantics are not flexible enough to omit type annotations and delimiters.

Freeman et al. [FP06] apply Fowler's technique to embed one particular DSL—jMock—a library to support test-driven development by facilitating the creation of mock objects. In particular, they discuss lessons learned from previous versions of embedded libraries for testing. Further, they describe challenges when embedding DSLs in languages with a rather large syntax, such as Java and C++, which are not so much prevalent in languages with a small syntax such as LISP, Haskell. They also discuss the need for user extensions, For example, to use jMock for testing in a particular application framework, the end user must tailor error reporting that is built into jMock DSL for this particular framework. Specifically, they found that they as language developers “cannot hard-code [...] error reporting since [they] do not know how the framework will be extended by its users”. Further, they demands that language end users need “programming hooks to make any extensions they write indistinguishable from core features in error reporting”. After all, their contribution is a valuable experience report, but they do not propose a general technique to embed arbitrary embedded languages, and therefore this approach will be excluded from subsequent comparisons.

Garcia [Gar08] addresses the problem to reduce the effort to implement an embedded DSL as a fluent interface using generative techniques. A language developer models the syntax of an embedded DSL as a tree-based model in Eclipse EMF [SBP09], and a generator generates the Java code for a fluent
interface API, called EMF2JDT. The major advantage is that the generator takes over the tedious task to encode syntax in a fluent interface from the language developer. Developers can combine their generator with another generator for model constraints, this enables generating constraint checks for embedded expressions to be well-formed. Further, standard tools services, such as code completion and debugging can be reused. The disadvantage is that language evolution is more difficult. Once the embedded DSL is generated, in case there is language syntax evolves, a language developer must update the model and generate the whole language again.

Dubochet [Dub06] and Odersky et al. [OSV07] experimented with embedded DSLs in Scala [Sca] – a statically typed language that combines features of object-oriented and functional languages. Currently, extending embedded DSLs and composing independently developed embedded DSLs is not addressed by Dubochet or Odersky et al. Dubochet and Odersky et al. have rather focused on demonstrating small examples of embedded DSLs, but they do not provide a disciplined approach for embedding.

Hofer et al. [HORM08] also use Scala to embed DSL. To enable multiple interpretations of programs, they apply Carette’s technique [CKS09] in the context of Scala, which they call pluggable semantics. DSL programs are encoded in abstract syntax. Syntax of a language is defined by method signatures. Semantic are defined in the method bodies of classes or traits. To evolve languages, they use traits to hierarchically extended existing languages, with new expression types and semantic types. They also address the composition of independently developed languages. While composition independent languages are discussed, they do not address composition of languages that have interactions in the syntax and semantics. Composition of semantics are based on monadic composition of computations. In [HO10], Hofer et al. have adopted the idea of [ALY09] to use different forms of encodings to allow developer to simpler express new analyses and transformations, but none of the encoding is both extensible and composable. Unfortunately, since they do not address implicit isomorphic conversion from one encoding to another like [ALY09], developers can no more freely choose the best encoding after they have committed to one particular encoding.

2.2 Heterogeneous Embedding Approaches

Heterogeneous embedding approaches are interesting since they try to address the weaknesses of homogeneous embedding approaches by being inspired from traditional non-embedding-based language implementation approaches. Heterogeneous embedding approaches can also be distinguished w.r.t. what kind of host language is used to implement the embedding. First, there is the embedded compiler approach that embeds a DSL compiler/generator into a general-purpose language that generates code in the same or another GPL. Second, there is are approaches that embed DSLs in source translation languages. What is common for both classes is that often the host and the target language are different, therefore they do not allow reusing the host language features within the embedding—embedding can only use the target language features. Moreover, even if they generate code in the same language that implements the embedding, they do not have a uniform compile- and runtime between the host and the embedded language, therefore they cannot uniformly exchange objects between those host and embedded programs.

Embedded Compilers: In [Kam98], Kamin proposes to embed languages as program-generating languages, where a (meta)-program in one language generates a program in another language, which basically are embedded generators or compilers, for which DSL programs are actually specifications for generating programs in another language. In such an embedding, the embedded language and the host language are heterogeneous, they may have different syntax, the may even have different semantics, and both languages may be processed by different infrastructure (i.e. compiler or interpreter). In such an embedding, a program of the embedded language uses the host language to rewrite its expressions into a target language. Kamin uses ML as a host language and generates code in C++, which is the target language. To define new syntax, the language developer defines a new expression type as a new function in ML. To define semantics for an expression, the corresponding function generates and
returns a code fragment in from of a string. To transform a program into its executable form, the fragments of all programs expressions are concatenated and then compiled by the target language compiler. Kamin demonstrates that his technique can be used to implement various embedded program generators (i.e., embedded compilers), such as FPIC a small language for drawing pictures, a parser generator that is combined from smaller parsing components, i.e. parser combinators, and a parser generator for the LL(1) sub-class of context-free grammars. The advantage of Kamin’s technique is that the execution is less bound to a specific target language, as the code of the generator can be changed to produce code in a different target language. The generated code in the target language, does not suffer from interpretative overhead like homogeneous approaches. Compared to homogeneous approaches that reuse the host compiler, a disadvantage is the large effort a language developer has to spent for implementing a complete compiler back-end—i.e. the embedded compiler/generator. Moreover, heterogeneous embedded languages cannot reuse the host language features in the generated code (e.g. the host compiler’s optimizations like partial evaluation), but they have to re-implement them using the features of the target language. Further, the program syntax in the embedded language still has abstract syntax and error messages that the target language produces are even more incomprehensible than with homogeneous embeddings.

Elliot et al. [EFdM00, EFDM03] extend Kamin’s technique by embedding an optimizing compiler in that compiles Haskell to Haskell and that uses algebraic manipulation, which substitutes expressions by more optimal but semantically equivalent expressions. They address the problem that homogeneous embedded DSLs suffer from interpretative overhead. They first tried to speed up homogeneous embedded DSLs by adding custom optimizations using user-defined rewrite rules, which special host compilers enable, such as the Glasgow Haskell Compiler\(^1\). But, they made the experience that they could not remove this interpretative overhead. When they combined multiple of such rewrite rules, but there were too complex interactions between the rewrite rules that could not be controlled. To solve the problems, they represent program expressions in abstract syntax as algebraic types and statically optimize expressions when these are constructed. For optimizing an expression, they use a smart constructor for this expression that pattern match on its sub-expressions to detect opportunities for optimizations, so that an optimized expression is created. They apply optimization techniques inspired from traditional non-embedding-based approaches, such as constant folding, if-floating, and static expression type specific rewrites for domainspecific optimizations. Finally, an embedded compiler rewrites the optimized expressions to the target language. They detected an efficiency problem with a first embedded compiler version that repetitively rewrites common sub-expressions in a program. To avoid repetitive rewrites, they perform common sub-expressions elimination (CSE) that identifies common sub-expressions in a program, shares them between the expressions, and rewrites them only once. They demonstrate their application of their technique by implementing the Pan language, a small language for image synthesis and manipulation. The major advantage is that the language developer can evolve an embedded compiler into an optimizing compiler with only a few changes made to its code. Further, they claim far better performance of programs and more efficient program generation due to CSE. Unfortunately, they do not proof this claim by evaluating the actual performance speed up with measurements.

Cuadrado et al. [CM07] use Ruby to embed DSLs that are generators for model-driven development. They call their approach RubyTL. DSL programs are models from which the embedded DSL, which is a Ruby class, generates e.g. Java code. The approach provides an easy way to implement an ad-hoc generator.

**Source Transformation Languages:** MetaBorg [BV04] is an embedding approach that uses a source transformation language that can rewrite a heterogeneous embedded DSL to any GPL. It is the most mature approach for heterogeneously embedding DSLs with a concrete syntax [Tra08]. DSL programs are encoded in arbitrary syntax. MetaBorg uses Stratego/XT as a host language, which is a DSL for defining syntax and AST transformations. To define syntax, a language developer uses Stratego to define

---

\(^1\) The Glasgow Haskell Compiler Homepage: http://www.haskell.org/ghc/.
new expression types as lexical patterns, which can recognize expressions in a program, and which create an AST representation. To define semantics, the developer associates each expression type either with a constructor for an AST node, or with a piece of embedded target language code that defines corresponding semantics. Given such a syntax definition of the EDSL and the host language, MetaBorg generates for this definition a corresponding pre-processor that internally parses programs and rewrites their AST. In MetaBorg, every language definition is module that other models can extend by importing all syntax rewrite rules of a super-module. To transform a DSL program, MetaBorg parses it to an AST representation, applies AST transformations successively annotate AST nodes, and finally applies an AST transformation that generates code in the target language. They demonstrate their approach by implementing a DSL for creating Swing applications with a syntax that is more concrete than the plain Java syntax to create Swing interfaces. The generated pre-processor rewrite the DSL to equivalent Java code. Further they provide an embedding of Java in Java that allows generating Java programs, and XML in Java for generating XML documents. The advantage of using MetaBorg to implement DSLs are manifold, since MetaBorg is a very mature tool. Years of investments have equipped Stratego with many useful features, for defining lexical patterns, importing grammars, priorities, quoting and unquoting, rewriting strategies, generic traversals, and advanced disambiguation with disambiguation filters. These features allow defining modular and composable syntax and semantics. Composable syntax requires supporting a subclass of grammars that is closed under composition, such as the full class of context-free grammars (CFG) that is supported by MetaBorg that generates scannerless GLR parsers [Vis97a] and resolve syntactical ambiguation using disambiguation filters [vdBSVV02]. In MetaBorg, embeddings are independent of the target language. Unfortunately, the fact that MetaBorg is not integrated with the target language disallows safe embeddings, since the generated parsers and pre-processors output code that may contain errors, which are later on detected by the target language compiler and which are hard to trace back. Further, MetaBorg is inconvenient for incremental language evolution, since whenever a language definition changes, its complete infrastructure must be regenerated, which is disruptive.

TXL [CHHP91, Cor06] is an embedding approach that uses a source transformation language that is similar to Stratego in MetaBorg, however the TXL language provide a different set of features. To defines new concrete DSL syntax, a language developer specifies the grammar with BNF-like syntax rules (productions), which recognize expressions and create an AST representation. To define new semantics, the developer can encode a transformation rule that has parameters accepting data from the AST. TXL uses these rules to rewrite AST nodes to the target language. Furthermore, TXL allows defining functions that traverse the AST to extract information from it and which developer can call in their rewrite rule implementations. To transform a DSL program, TXL parses it into an AST representation and uses the transformation rule the rewrite it into an executable form in the target language. Cordy demonstrates the applicability of TXL by implementing several language, such as a heterogeneous embedding of SQL in the Cobol [oD65] programming language, and a little generator that transform XML to C++ code. The advantage of TXL is that its allows modular language definition with transformation rules. In particular, rules and functional abstractions are interesting, since in TXL the developer can precisely scope the rules, by building hierarchies of rules that have sub-rules, whereby rules can pass parameters to their sub-rules. In TXL grammars are implicitly free of ambiguities, since every production is prioritized by the order the productions in a grammar are defined. Unfortunately, TXL does not support a composable subset of CFGs.

2.2 Heterogeneous Embedding Approaches
3 Desirable Properties for Language Embeddings

This chapter discusses desirable properties for languages that are currently only adequately supported by traditional non-embedded language approaches. The proposed set of desirable properties either has been identified by related work or identified as open problems of language embedding approaches. The central question is what desirable properties should be supported by a language embedding approach to become competitive to traditional language approaches.

3.1 Extensibility

When there are new requirements for a language, i.e. the language evolves in time, a language developer needs to extend the language's implementation. To cope with changing requirements, language implementation approaches should support extensibility [Ste99]. In general, a language implementation approach is said to support extensibility if it allows the developers to extend their language implementations [Hud96, EH07a].

Various language implementation approaches facilitate language extensibility [Hud96, Par93, NCM03, EH07a]. In these approaches, a base language is extended with new language features that form a so-called extension to the base [NCM03]. The most important benefit is that the language features of the base language must not be reimplemented in the extended language [vDKV00, MHS05].

There are dedicated features for language evolution, such as grammar inheritance [AMH90, KRV08, Par08], overriding of grammars rules and transformation rules [Cor06]. Although these mechanisms are inspired by existing extensibility mechanisms in GPLs, they have been specialized for language engineering.

When extending a language, we can distinguish two kinds of extensions w.r.t. what facet of the language is extended: extensions that add new keywords to the language's syntax, and extensions that do not add new keywords but that extend the language's semantics. Each kind of these extensions is discussed in the following.

3.1.1 Adding New Keywords

An important form of language evolution is adding new language keywords, or respectively language constructs, to an existing language [MHS05]. When looking at the evolution history of many languages, a language often starts with a very limited set of keywords. Later, more keywords are added resulting in new versions of the language. The new keywords help the language to cope with additional requirements of its programs. For such language evolutions, a language implementation approach is said to support extensibility if it supports incremental extensions of a language with new language constructs [KAR+93, Ste99, Vis08].

Supporting this incremental extensibility is particularly important for domain-specific languages, because they evolve more frequently than general-purpose languages [MHS05]. When new keywords are frequently added to a language, it is beneficial if the language implementation approach supports incremental extensibility [MHS05, Vis08].

To cope with continuous language evolutions, a language implementation approach should support incremental extensions of syntax and semantics. It is important that incremental extensions do not only support adding new keywords but also overriding existing ones. Only when there is an extension mechanism that enables language developers to precisely select what parts of existing language implementations they want to reuse, a language implementation approach can minimize the implementation efforts of the developers for extending languages.

---

1 The term base language should not be confused with the term host language. A language extension relates to its base language, which is extended by the extension. In contrast, an embedded language relates to its host language, which hosts the library of the embedding.
3.1.2 Semantic Extensions

In contrast to adding new keywords, there is a need for semantic extensions that do not alter the syntax of a language, but only extend the language’s semantics [KRB91, HORM08].

When extending a language’s semantics, we can distinguish two classes of semantic extensions w.r.t. whether the existing semantics are preserved: conservative and non-conservative extensions. A conservative semantic extension does not change the meaning of existing language constructs in their base language. When the meaning of existing constructs is preserved, programs written in the base language still produce the same results when they are evaluated using the extended language. In other words, conservative extensions maintain backward compatibility. In contrast, non-conservative extensions can alter the meaning of existing constructs in their base language. Therefore, when programs written for the base language are evaluated using the non-conservative extension, the evaluation can produce different results. In that case, there is no operational equivalence [Fel90] between the extension and its base. This section discusses such conservatives and non-conservative extensions.

3.1.2.1 Conservative Semantic Extensions

To support backward compatibility for end user programs, it is desirable for a language implementation approach to support semantic extensions that do not change existing semantic invariants of their base language. For example, consider an executing an interpreted program and an optimization version (e.g. compiled version) of the language.

When providing conservative semantic extensions, language developers must make sure that all semantic invariants are preserved. For example, when executing an optimized version of a program, it must be ensured that the outcome of the programs is not changed according to the language’s semantic invariants.

3.1.2.2 Semantic Adaptations

When language developers cannot anticipate all possible future requirements for a certain language implementation, the language implementation needs to be open for extensions in the user domain [KRB91]. This is in particular interesting in two special cases. First, the user’s requirements for a language are not exactly known before delivering the language implementation to the user’s domain. Second, if the requirements for a language are expected to change late, that means after the language implementation has been delivered, e.g. at runtime of a program. Since a language designer cannot foresee all possible end user requirements for such a language, its language implementation should be designed according to the open implementation principle [Kic96]. The open implementation principle allows semantically adapting a language’s implementation in the user domain by exchanging parts of its implementation strategies.

To provide support for adapting languages, variability needs to be built into language implementations. We call this variability of languages in the user domain late variability. Having support for such late variability in a language has a similar motivation like having support for late variability in other software systems with changing requirements [vG00, VGBS01]. The customizability, enabled through late variability in languages, would enable a better reuse and extensibility of language implementations in different end user domains. Late variability enables user-specific extensions to be provided even at runtime.

3.2 Composability of Languages

When there are diverse requirements by groups of end users in different application domains, this often motivates having a specialized language for each domain. For a better maintainability as motivated in the previous section, it should be possible for specialized languages to evolve independently from each other in a hierarchy of extensions. However, since application domains of independent languages often
overlap, Language developers are requested to reconcile two or more specialized languages into one language [BV04, OSV07, Par08]. Unfortunately, incrementally extending one of the specialized languages with others languages is not adequate for composing them, since the result is that multiple languages share similar constructs, which leads to code duplication in the extension implementation [Par08].

To address the problems of hierarchical extensibility, several language implementation approaches have been proposed that support composability of languages [EVI05b, KL05, Cle07]. When languages have overlapping domains, the language developer can decompose languages into smaller reusable sublanguages, from which one can compose these sublanguages into new a language. We refer to such a composed language as a composite language, and we refer to the sublanguages as the constituent languages. When composing languages, the advantage is that language developers must develop each constituent language only once and that the implementations of constituent languages can be shared among several composite languages.

To elaborate on these issues, we discuss composing languages with and without interactions in the following.

### 3.2.1 Composing Languages without Interactions

At times problem domains overlap, i.e. the same language constructs are used in several languages for different domains. In such scenarios, it is desirable to reuse those constructs of their language implementations. To compose stand-alone languages, a language developer needs to compose their syntax and semantics.

### 3.2.2 Composing Languages with Interactions

When composing languages, the language developer has to compose the syntax and semantics of these languages in a correct way so that expressions have a well-defined meaning in the composed language. In case the languages’ syntax or semantics are not orthogonal to each other, the languages cannot be composed straightforward. To compose interacting languages, their syntactic and semantic interactions need to be handled correctly, as elaborated in next two sections.

#### 3.2.2.1 Syntactic Interactions

For composing the syntax of several languages, the syntax of each constituent language must be integrated into the composite language in a consistent way [SCD03, BV04, Cor06]. But when the syntax of one constituent language is incompatible with the syntax of another constituent language, there is a syntactic conflict, such as an ambiguity. Such conflicting languages cannot be composed straight ahead.

To support composing languages, it is desirable that an implementation approach can detect, resolve, and prevent syntactic conflicts in language compositions. In case of a conflict, e.g. when two languages define the same keyword, it is not clear which language implementation is responsible for evaluating the keyword. There need to be a mechanism that helps language developers to declare a resolution of such syntactic interactions.

#### 3.2.2.2 Semantic Interactions

When composing sublanguages, their semantics need to be composed correctly, so that expressions in the composed language always have a well-defined meaning. When non-orthogonal semantics of sublanguages are composed, the evaluation of a language construct in one language may affect the evaluations of a language construct in another language. In is the case, we speak of a semantic interaction between the constituent languages. When composing non-orthogonal sublanguages, it is not trivial to create a composed language from existing implementations [KL05, KL07], since interactions between the constituent languages can be unintended. If an interaction is unintended this can lead to unintended composition semantics, in that case, we speak of a semantic conflict.

3.2 Composability of Languages
For composing languages with semantic interactions, language embedding approaches should allow intended interactions and prevent unintended ones.

3.3 Enabling Open Composition Mechanisms

For one particular composition scenario, often its constituent languages can be composed in a pre-defined way. To support the language developer to implement a language composition for such a scenario, a language implementation approach should support declarative composition of the languages [BV04, Cor06].

The following sections motivate language-composition mechanisms that help controlling syntactic interactions, in Section 3.3.1, and second, declaratively controlling semantics interactions, in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Open Mechanisms for Handling Syntactic Interactions

Composition mechanisms that allow controlling syntactic interactions can be classified w.r.t. how conflicts are handled. There are composition mechanisms that enforce that composition must be conflict free, that are discussed in Section 3.3.1.1, and composition mechanisms that resolve conflicts in a certain way. In Section 3.3.1.2, we will discuss resolving syntactic conflicts by renaming conflicting keywords, and in Section 3.3.1.3, we will discuss resolving conflicts by prioritizing expression types of the languages in a composition.

3.3.1.1 Generic Mechanism for Conflict-Free Compositions

When independent languages are composed, a language implementation approach should prevent syntactic conflicts [BV04].

To support safe compositions of independent languages, there should be a composition mechanism that automatically detects syntactic conflicts and provides feedback to the language developer. The mechanism should report the conflicting keywords to the language developer. To allow language developers composing various languages in conflict-free compositions, the composition mechanism should be generic, i.e. the composition logic to detect conflicts should not be specific for particular languages.

For cases in which there are special requirements on a language composition, the generic composition mechanism should be open for extensions. When a language developer composes several languages, the developer may decide to restrict the lexical regions in which certain keywords can be used. E.g., the developer declares that it is forbidden to use a subset of the keywords in the body of an abstraction operator. If a program uses a lexically restricted keyword in a wrong lexical region, we refer to this as a context-sensitive syntax conflicts. To prevent context-sensitive syntax conflicts, the language developer must have the possibility to specialize generic composition logic for handle those conflicts by taking into account the keywords' contexts and the constituent languages.

3.3.1.2 Supporting Keyword Renaming

When languages with syntactic conflicts are composed, a language implementation approach can resolve such conflicts by adjusting parts of the syntax for a composition, e.g. by overriding one of the conflicting expression types [Cor06].

To support composing language with syntactic conflicts, there should be a composition mechanism that enables the language developer to declaratively resolve the interactions by changing the conflicting parts in the syntax. When adjusting parts of the syntax for a composition, one has to keep in mind that the composite language is not backward compatible to the old syntax. Therefore, likely existing programs are not compatible to the new composite language, until the keywords of these programs have been renamed to the new syntax.
3.3.1.3 Supporting Priority-Based Conflict Resolution

Often language extensions are implemented independently from each other, still the language developers can plan for composing extensions with the base. Composing several extensions to the same base language is easier than composing stand-alone languages, because the extensions can rely on the same base language theorems. When extensions have a common base, even when there are interactions, conflicts are less frequent. Therefore in such compositions, often is is sufficient to resolve conflicts using a priority.

When there are multiple extensions to a shared base language, a language implementation approach should support composing the implementations of those extensions [KL07, EH07a]. In contrast to composing stand-alone languages, interactions between extensions and their base language are easy to resolve. In conflict-free stand-alone languages, such common keywords are disallowed for a conflict-free composition, since keyword semantics would not be well-defined. In contrast, because the extensions have a common base, sharing the common keywords of the base language is not a conflict, since the interaction can be resolved.

A possible resolution to compose languages that have syntactic interactions is to prioritize the constituent languages and always use the keyword semantics of the language with the highest priority. Another approach is to declare priorities on the level of expression types.

3.3.2 Open Mechanisms for Handling Semantic Interactions

When semantics are non-orthogonal, it is not straight-forward for a language developer to compose constituent languages. Therefore, it is desirable to have composition mechanisms that support the developer in scenarios by providing common logic for handling particular kinds of semantic interactions.

3.3.2.1 Generic Mechanism for Crosscutting Composition of DSLs

Existing language embedding approaches focus on composition scenarios where the use of abstractions from one domain does not affect the evaluation of abstractions from another domain. We refer to such non-interacting compositions as black-box compositions, since they compose languages using black-box abstractions. The problem with black-box compositions is that, when multiple DSLs with crosscutting concerns are composed, programs exhibit scattering and tangling symptoms, as elaborated below.

The scattering and tangling symptoms are not restricted to one particular DSL, but many DSLs suffer from these problems. Example DSLs are workflow languages [CM04] (e.g., BPEL [AAB+07]), query languages [Alm] (e.g., SQL [DD89]), grammar specification languages [RMHP06, RMH06] (e.g., BNF or SDF2 [Vis97b]), and languages for modeling finite state machines [Zha06]. Although scattering and tangling is a general problem in DSLs, surprisingly, there is little research on aspect-oriented programming for DSLs.

3.3.2.2 Supporting Composition Conflict Resolution

When composing multiple semantically interacting languages, there can be composition conflicts that are complicated to resolve [KL07, HBA08]. In general, since such composition conflicts must take into account the semantics of the application context, the system cannot resolve such conflicts automatically [Kni07].

For composing semantically interacting languages, a language implementation approach needs to detect such composition conflicts. Since the system cannot resolve composition conflicts automatically, the provided composition mechanisms should be open and configurable by end users i.e. the application developers.

3.4 Support for Concrete Syntax

Although abstraction mechanisms, such as function and objects, provide means for semantic abstractions, these mechanisms often fail to provide the right means for syntactic abstraction. Since most
language embedding approaches are restricted to comply with the concrete syntax of the host language, they often do not allow defining adequate syntactic abstractions [BV04, Tra08]. This missing support for arbitrary concrete syntax for language embeddings is one of the biggest obstacles for their adoption [KLP+08, MHS05].

There are numerous problems that hinder concrete syntax in language embeddings. First, many embedding approaches do not support automatically converting end user programs in concrete syntax into abstract syntax, but the end users are required to encode program expression in abstract syntax themselves. Second, an embedded language generally cannot define or refine a keyword that already is defined in the host language. Hence, embeddings cannot define new domain-specific semantics for existing syntax. Third, keywords that are special characters, such as brackets, operator symbols, and Unicode symbols, cannot be freely used in embedded expressions in most host languages. Often the special characters cannot be used in names. Finally, while certain host languages have support for overriding infix operators or defining new operators, mixfix operators [Mos80, DN09]—a mixed form of prefix, infix, and suffix—are mostly not supported by host languages.

3.4.1 Converting Concrete to Abstract Syntax

When the concrete syntax of a language is not directly supported in the host language, to still allow embedding expressions of an arbitrary language, an embedding approach should allow encoding the concrete syntax of this language in abstract syntax [Fow05].

According to [Kam98, ALSU07], the abstract syntax of a language consists of two sets: abstract syntax types and abstract syntax operators. The type set is defined as $T = \{\tau_1, ... , \tau_m\}$. The operator set $\Theta$ consists of operators $\Theta = \{\sigma_1, ... , \sigma_n\}$, whereby each operator $\sigma_i$ is a mapping $\sigma_i : \tau_{i1} \times ... \times \tau_{ij} \rightarrow \tau_k$ with a unique signature.

To represent basic expressions, the language developer needs to support an abstract syntax encoding for each kind of expression. Each kind of expression $e : \tau_k$ begins with its operator followed by its subexpressions $e_1 : \tau_{i1}, ..., e_j : \tau_{ij}$ whose types match the operator’s signature: $e = \sigma_i(e_1, ..., e_j)$.

To support abstract syntax for arbitrary embedded languages those concrete syntax is specified as a CFG, there must be two generic mappings. The first mapping needs to map concrete syntax of the embedding to abstract syntax. The second mapping needs to map abstract syntax to the host language syntax to make the abstract syntax executable.

3.4.2 Supporting Prefix, Infix, Suffix, and Mixfix Operators

Most host languages used for language embeddings have only restricted support for defining domain-specific operators [BV04, MHS05, Tra08]. Often it is only possible to override a subset of possible operators that are pre-defined in the host language.

It is desirable to support operators at every position, whether it is prefix, infix, suffix, or mixfix. An example for a prefix operator is “not(pred)” that negates a predicate function expression pred. An example infix operator is the circle operator that composes two functions “f compose g” to build a composite function h, where $f : X \rightarrow Y$, $g : Y \rightarrow Z$, $h : X \rightarrow Z$, such that $h(x) = f(g(x))$, $\forall x \in X$. An example for a suffix operator is “(k)prime”, which can be used to refer to the derivative of a function k. Mixfix operators [Mos80, DN09] are combinations of the previous operator types as they have multiple operands whose positions are mixed with the keywords of the operator. Note that mixfix operators are of particular interest, because they are often used to define domain-specific abstraction operators. An example for such an operator is the SELECT-statement in SQL [DD89]:

“SELECT c FROM t WHERE p”, where c is a selection of columns, t is a selection of tables, and p is a predicate clause on the rows of the tables.
3.4.3 Supporting Overriding Host Language Keywords

It is desirable to freely use arbitrary keywords, operators, and delimiters in DSLs [BdGV06, FC09]. In general, the host language's parser disallows using keywords in embedded DSL expressions that are also reserved keywords in the host language.

A problem is that most host language parsers disallows the reserved keywords to be used as identifiers. To still allow using such keywords in DSL expression types, it is required to transform DSL expressions that use those keywords to legal host language expressions. Consider an embedding with DSL expressions that use the reserved keywords of the host language. For example, overriding keywords “if (...) then {...} else {...}”, when “if” is a reserved keyword in the host language.

Another challenge in many host languages is that delimiter keywords (such as, brackets) cannot be overridden. Often defining new delimiters or Unicode delimiters is also disallowed by the host language parser. Consider embedding user-defined delimiters. For example, overriding curly brackets that delimit code blocks by the user-defined delimiters `begin` and `end`.

3.4.4 Supporting Partial Definition of Concrete Syntax

There are special embedding approaches [BV04, Tra08, KM09, RGN10] that support concrete syntax for DSLs by using meta-programming. They use meta-programming to create meta-programs that rewrite DSL programs in concrete syntax to host syntax. For this, the meta-program parses the program's expressions in concrete syntax, creates an AST from this parse, and rewrites the AST to equivalent expressions in the host language's syntax.

The problem with using meta-programming for embedding is that parsing requires the language developer to specify the complete syntax of the embeddings. Specifically, the developer has to specify the complete DSL syntax, the complete host language, and how expression types of the two languages are integrated. However, defining a full-fledged concrete syntax for a language using a formalisms can be very expensive [vdBvDK+96, Moo01, MHS05]. Providing a complete syntax definition for a large language is a tedious and error-prone task that can take several person months [vdBvDK+96, vdBSV97, Moo01]. The large costs for the concrete syntax are a competitive disadvantage of these embedding approaches compared to traditional embedding approaches [Hud96, HORM08] that do not need to specify concrete syntax.

In particular, for language embedding approaches, it is desirable to minimize the costs for concrete syntax. To better control the costs for defining the syntax, it would be interesting if language developers must not define the complete concrete syntax, but only for expression types where the concrete syntax is incompatible with the host syntax and that need to be rewritten. Further, it would be interesting if the developers do not have to define a complete concrete syntax at the beginning, but that they can add concrete syntax incrementally at the granularity of single expression types. When there is support partial syntax, then developers can start with implementing an embedding with abstract syntax. The developers can deliver a full-functional language prototype with abstract syntax in a shorter time, and they can add concrete syntax later on. The benefit is that end users can already use the prototype embedding with abstract syntax.

3.5 Enabling Pluggable Scoping

In programming languages, a scope is a region in a program in which variables (or another language constructs) are defined and bound to a value. A scoping scheme defines how such a binding of variables (or other constructs) propagate through the program.

When embedding a language, in traditional embedding approaches the host language controls the scoping of language constructs. However, there are several cases in which the language developer needs to control the scoping of the language constructs [LLMS00, Tan09].

3.5 Enabling Pluggable Scoping
3.5.1 Supporting Dynamic Scoping

Language embedding approaches inherit the semantics of their host languages. Thus, they inherit the scoping rules of their host to resolve identifiers in expressions, which is a fixed scoping strategy for most host languages.

The two major scoping schemes in programming languages are lexical scoping (also known as static scoping) and dynamic scoping. While host languages with lexical scoping allow lexical-scoped language embeddings, dynamic scoping is not available for them and vice versa. Often supporting lexical scoping is sufficient for an embedding approach, but this is only because most of today's programming languages use lexically scoping.

However, there is a need to freely select the scoping strategy for an embedded language. For example, there are languages that use dynamically-scoped variables in lexically-scoped functions [LLMS00]. When we want to embed such a language with special scoping requirements, host languages that only support one closed scoping scheme cannot be used for the embedding. For such situations, language developers need to embed scoping schemes into a host language that are different to its native scoping scheme.

When a language embedding requires dynamic scoping, normally language developers would select a dynamically scoped host language to embed it. Restricting the selection of possible host languages based on their scoping rules is problematic, since this restriction would disallow most host languages that are lexically-scoped to be used for the embedding. Further, when the embedded language needs both dynamically and lexically scoping, such as required in [LLMS00], host languages and embedding approaches that only support one closed scoping scheme can no longer be used. Still, it would be interesting to allow embedding dynamic scoping into host languages with lexical scoping.

3.5.2 Supporting Implicit References

There are languages that have implicit references [KM06] which are special references that are not user-defined but that are implicitly available in a certain context.

Frequently in general-purpose programming languages, there are special keywords such implicit references that point to values that depend on the context the keyword is used in. Most prominently in OO languages, there are implicit references that are used to refer to objects in the current lexical context. For example, Java defines the keywords this to refer to the enclosing object and super to refer to its super class. Similarly, aspect-oriented languages define implicit references, too, such as AspectJ [Asp] defines the keyword thisJoinPoint that can be used in advice to refer to the current join point. Those primitive identifiers are special in that the host language defines a closed scheme how to resolve them.

To enable an implicit reference, first, the language needs to establish a special binding for the implicit reference. Second, the language needs to resolve implicit references in a special way—different from explicitly defined identifiers, such as variables or functions. Therefore, it is desirable that language embedding approaches support embedding a special resolution scheme for implicit references. With this support, the language embedding could resolve those references via the lexical or the dynamic context the reference is used in.

3.5.3 Supporting Activation of Language Constructs

There are examples in which language explicitly want to control the activation [Tan09] of a certain language construct, such as dynamic extensions to classes and objects with aspects [PGA01] and layers [CH05]. With activation, one can explicitly control whether a certain language construct propagates or not, such as, the developer can declare that the extensions in an aspect or a layer are only effective in a certain region in the program.

In particular, activation is used in dynamic aspect-oriented programming [PGA01] to control the activation scope in which an aspect is effective. In dynamic AOP, a program can dynamically deploy/undeploy aspects to/from the running system, e.g., this allows activating or deactivating features those code crosscut several modules. There is good support for dynamic AOP for general-purpose programming
languages, such as Smalltalk [Hir01, Hir09] or Java [PGA01, Bon03, BHMO04]. But, unfortunately, dy-
namic AOP is not available for most DSLs. Today, dynamic AOP support must be enabled by invasively 
changing the code of the DSL execution infrastructure [CM04]. What is needed is a systematic language 
implementation approach that helps developing a dynamic AOP solution for an arbitrary DSL.

3.6 Enabling Pluggable Analyses

Traditional language implementation approaches support analyses, such as syntax checks, detecting 
redundant expressions, domain analysis and so forth. When it is possible to inspect the code a program, 
this often called *intensional analysis*. Intensional analysis allows automatic reasoning on the program 
syntax and semantics. Normally, a parser makes a syntactic representation of a program available in 
form of an abstract syntax tree (AST). By traversing the AST nodes, these approaches allow perform-
ing syntactic analyses that analyze the syntactic structure of a program in the AST nodes. By storing 
information in AST nodes or by rewriting the AST nodes into another intermediary representation, it is 
possible to perform semantic analyses. For language with sophisticated syntax and semantics, traditional 
compiler and interpreter approaches allow combining multiple analyses.

To allow language embeddings in which analysis is needed, it would be desirable to support *syntactic* 
and *semantic analyses*.

3.6.1 Syntactic Analyses

DSLs need sophisticated syntactic analyses [MHS05]. *Syntactic analyses* enable reasoning over pro-
grams by analyzing their syntactic representation. Syntactic analyses are an added value for their 
language, since they support the end users to automate analyses that would be tedious for humans 
to check.

When programs are analyzed that mix the syntax of several languages, it is desirable to combine 
available analyses of their constituent languages instead of implementing a new analysis from scratch.

3.6.2 Semantic Analyses

Before executing a program, often it is interesting to determine important properties of the program 
that abstract over concrete executions of the program. For determining a property of a program, tra-
ditional language approaches use *semantic analyses* that evaluate a program under abstract semantics 
[MHS05, HORM08, Par10], instead of using the default execution semantics. Such an alternative 
program evaluation is interesting because it enables *abstract interpretation* [CC77, Cou96]. Abstract 
interpretation is a well-established technique that is available for general-purpose languages to check 
programs for certain semantic properties and to use the retrieved information to find errors in a pro-
gram, to improve the program compilation or its evaluation. Yet, for most DSLs, no tools for abstract 
interpretation are available.

There are various opportunities for abstract interpretations of domain-specific programs. To iden-
ify possible bottlenecks in DSL programs, it is interesting to calculate runtime costs of DSL programs 
[WGM09], in particular, to support later optimization decisions. To help end users identifying obvious 
errors in their DSL programs, semantic analyses allow type checking. To detect more complicated seman-
tic errors in DSL programs, semantic analyses allow checking of domain-specific constraints. A language 
embedding approaches should enable such analyses.

3.7 Enabling Pluggable Transformations

A *program transformation* is a process that allows constructing a program by successive applications of 
*transformation rules* that are mappings from one program representation to another [PS83]. A transfor-
mation allows rewriting a program into another language or into another version of the program written 
in the same language.
We can distinguish two types of transformations: static and dynamic transformations. Static transformations transform programs by taking only into account information from the static structure of a program. In contrast, dynamic transformations take also into account the runtime information, and thus they can be context-specific. In the following, we elaborate the need for such transformations.

### 3.7.1 Static Transformations

We can classify static transformations into two classes: syntactic transformations that transform only the syntactic representation of a program and semantic transformations that change the evaluation of a program by transforming it.

#### 3.7.1.1 Syntactic Transformations

Often when language end users write down expressions, they find themselves in typing redundant information that is clear from the context. One solution is to define syntactic sugar that allow language end users to express their intents more concisely. When language developers do not want to include a syntactic abstraction into the language itself, there is the possibility to add support for syntactic sugar to the language by defining a transformation that desugars a syntactic abstraction.

In general, there can be two kinds of transformations, namely exo-transformations that have a different input and output language, and endo-transformations that have the same input and output language. For example, the above transformation is an exo-transformation, since a program with an extended syntax is transformed to a program with a limited syntax. It depends on the purpose of the transformation, what the right domain (source) and co-domain (target) of a transformation is.

#### 3.7.1.2 Semantic Transformations

There are static transformations that do not only change the syntax, but they can also change the execution semantic of the expressions of a program. While this potentially may give a program a different meaning, in most cases, it is a desirable characteristic of a transformation that the transformation preserves semantic invariants for the program after the transformation. Such a semantic invariant is a part of the semantic contract of a language, and programs of the language assume all invariants to be always be true. In case all transformation rules guarantee that the transformed version of the program will still satisfy its initial specification, we speak of a correctness-preserving transformation [PS83].

### 3.7.2 Dynamic Transformations

A dynamic transformation allows transforming expressions in a program depending on their evaluation context. Specifically, a subset of their transformation rules dependent on the program context. When a transformation is context-dependent, its transformation rules are either only applicable in a certain context or the transformation itself is parameterized by the context.

In general, also for dynamic transformations, there can be exo-transformations and endo-transformations. What is in particular interesting with the above transformation is that it is an endo-transformation, because the domain and co-domain (source and target) are equal. Moreover the transformation must be causally connected. That means it must transform the running program, which is only possible if there is the runtime that is uniform and causally connected with the code that is processed by the transformation.
4 Review of the Support for the Desirable Properties in Related Work

This chapter gives an overview of support for the desirable properties for language evolution in related work. To review the desirable properties, this section gives evidence on how good a particular embedding approach copes with each identified desirable property. The review distinguishes homogeneous and heterogeneous embedding approaches because of their fundamental differences.

To classify the available support, the review gives four marks for the quality of the support: (N/A) when there is no support for the property, (1) when there is a very limited support for the property, but the limitations prevent using the embedding approach in most cases, (2) when there is a good support for the property, but there are more or less little restrictions in special situations that are mentioned, and (3) when there is excellent support for the property without important restrictions. In the following, for each property, this chapter discusses first how homogeneous embedding approaches support that property, second how heterogeneous embedding approaches do, and we summarize the complementary work from non-embedded traditional language implementation approaches.

After reviewing the available support by embedding approaches for each desirable property, the review draws a research roadmap for improving the support for that property, which is inspired by concepts from non-embedded approaches.

4.1 Extensibility

Recall that Mernik [MHS05] classifies a language approach to extensible, when the approach provides the developer with a special extension mechanism. In general, embedding approaches reuse the extensibility mechanisms of their host languages in order to extend embedded languages. Whereby this review gives evidence that those mechanisms have different qualities and how good they support language evolution. As it is argued for homogeneous embedding approaches in Section 4.1.1 as well as for heterogeneous embedding approaches in Section 4.1.2. Unfortunately, the available extensibility mechanisms are not adequate to deal with all forms of extensibility. Still, there is little research on how to extend existing mechanisms in the host language for better language evolution. Therefore, Section 4.1.3 outlines a road map that researchers can follow to improve the extensibility of embedding approaches. The road map discusses what mechanisms embedding approaches could borrow from non-embedded approaches.

The review evaluates the qualities of the extensibility mechanisms by related approaches. It reviews the available support for each identified kind of extensibility: (1) adding keywords, cf. Section 3.1.1, (2) conservative extensions, cf. Section 3.1.2.1, and (3) late semantic extensions, cf. Section 3.1.2.2.

4.1.1 Homogeneous Embedding Approaches

In general, most related homogeneous embedding approaches have a good support for extensibility.

Extensibility with Functional Host Languages: In general, pure embedding approaches with functional host language have excellent support for black-box extensions, namely higher-order functions and monadic composition (adding keywords: ●), whereby functional composition guarantees absence of side-effects between base and possible extensions (conservative extensions: ●). Functional abstractions are inherently inadequate for gray-box extensions that are required for late semantic adaptations, since the concept of a function prevents adaptation from the outside (late semantic extensions: N/A).

Hudak [Hud96, Hud98] discusses providing incremental extensions to pure embeddings as monads, such as adding state to pure embeddings, error handling, and optimizations. Hudak's embedding are type-safe and extensions respect the denotational semantics of their base, but because the computations of monads are tagged, an extended embedding can get stuck at compile-time, i.e. when extending the embedding, again and again, the developer has to define additional functions to handle new types until
all cases are treated, which makes extending embeddings safe but inconvenient compared to most other embedding approaches.

Carette et al. [CKS07, CKS09] extend embedding by adding new functions. Whereby, their advantage is that their embeddings are tagless, which allows them to derive functionality for host types. Further, they state that their technique has no negative implications for standard partial evaluation optimizations that the host compiler performs. They discuss how to extend an OCaml embedding with a modular compiler as a partial evaluator, whereby the approach still guarantees type-safety.

Atkey et al. [ALY09] discuss defining extensions using Haskell’s type classes, parametric polymorphism, and GADTs. Their approach is type-safe, because they support conservative extensions. Although achieving type-safety is somewhat more complex than in the other pure embedding approaches, since the developers have to take care themselves of casts and exotic types.

**Extensibility with Dynamic Languages:** In general, dynamic host languages have excellent support for extensibility due to their dynamicity.

In Peschanski’s jargons [Pes01], the language developer can extend jargons by importing into them another jargons. Still, jargon programs cannot abstract over their jargon’s semantics (adding keywords: [●]). Unfortunately, conservative extensions are no addressed, since there is no indirection between macro calls and macro definitions. Furthermore, because he uses macros, there is the danger of unintended variable capture, since the macro he uses are not hygienic (conservative extensions: [●]). Although jargons have a meta-level—meta-jargons—the meta-level of a language is not accessible to language developers or users. Because the meta-level is not causally connected, semantic adaptations are not supported (late semantic extensions: N/A).

The embedding approaches based on dynamic scripting languages, such as ad-hoc embedding in Ruby [TFH09], TwisteR [AO10], ad-hoc embedding in Groovy [KG07] are similar. To extend embeddings, one can use single inheritance mechanisms, but they also support adding new members (i.e. methods and fields) to classes at runtime using their reflective features. In Ruby, since embedded DSLs are defined with classes, which are dynamically extensible, embedded DSL are dynamically extensible in the same way. Ruby allows to re-open class definitions and existing method can be renamed. One can dynamically add methods to a class that are defined in a module, with the restriction that Ruby does not allow modules defining additional state as fields that are added to classes, which is similar to disallowing state in traits and mixins of other languages. In Groovy, similarly methods can dynamically be added to EDSL classes, using meta-objects and categories. These features are in particular well-suited for unanticipated extensions, because there are several features that increase the flexibility for embeddings (adding keywords: [●]). By omitting types annotations in the signatures, duck typing allows defining embedding with method signatures that can abstract over expression types. Still, executions are safe because Ruby and Groovy only defers type checking of dynamically-typed variables until runtime, however extension can potentially lead to runtime errors (conservative extensions: [●]). Moreover, the Ruby’s reflective features and Groovy’s MOP have good means for late semantic adaptations. Unfortunately, there is no disciplined approach to control semantic adaptations. The additional flexibility weakens possible guarantees that are provided for base languages and their extensions (late semantic extensions: [●]).

In π [KM09], it is a very natural approach to extend embeddings with new expressions simply by defining new patterns (adding keywords: [●]). However, π does not support defining language as components, since there is no module mechanism to group expression types. Consequently, patterns and therefore extensions must be type-safe, but there can be runtime errors (conservative extensions: [●]). Late semantic adaptations are possible by redefining patterns, but π’s scoping mechanism is only a little means to control adaptations (late semantic extensions: [●]).

Renggli’s Helvetia [RGN10] has good support for extending languages. When no special syntax is used, Helvetia has the same extensibility properties as Ruby and Groovy. When extending special syntax, although it is convenient to construct new language from scratch by combining little parsers, it can be somewhat inconvenient to adds new keywords to an existing combination (adding keywords: [●]). Run-
time extensibility and abstracting over semantics is currently not targeted, it would require to revoke code that is already compiled. For extending semantic rewriting, multiple rule-sets can be active at the same time, but in case there are conflicting rules Helvetia will report an error. Unfortunately, there is no means to override rules or to resolve rule conflicts (conservative extensions: N/A). Helvetia does not consider late semantic adaptations were the user adapts the language implementations. But, Helvetia supports several individual semantic adaptations of user programs that rewriting programs as transformations. In Helvetia such transformations are provided by the language developer, no by the end user. Renggli demonstrates such semantic adaptation by instrumenting user programs to use transactional memory (late semantic extensions: N/A).

**Extensibility with Staged Languages:** Multi-stages approaches focus on extending transformation for optimizing the execution of embedded programs. Since extensible front-ends with syntactic (and semantic) extensibility are not such much in the focus, these approaches have a somewhat different focus of extensibility, namely extensibility of the back-end.

In multi-stage host languages embedding, developers must often explicitly define expression types, such as Sheard et al. [SBP99] do in MetaML and Czarnecki et al. [COST04] do in MetaOCaml, in TemplateHaskell, and in C++ templates. These languages do not adequately support extensibility, since the developer cannot easily extend the AST. A problem is that an existing data type, which encodes an AST node, cannot be incrementally extended (adding keywords: N/A). Their optimizing transformation are conservative extensions, and moreover they guarantee that generated code is type-safe (conservative extensions: ●). Semantic extension can be defined in new stages. Late semantic adaptation of one stage by the other is not in the focus, since reflective features are only used to reify the AST, manipulate it, and reflect it to the next stage. User extensions can only be provided as new stages, but manipulating existing stages is not in the focus. The use of *intensional analysis* to inspect code can be seen as an introspection mechanism for semantic extensions, but it is only supported by TemplateHaskell (late semantic extensions: ●), in contrast, MetaOCaml (late semantic extensions: N/A) does not provide such a mechanism.

Seefried et al. [SCK04] have the advantage that they define DSL expressions as function calls and boxing and unboxing functions for conversions, which allows inheriting host language operations in their embedded functions. Similar to REA, they can add new expression types (keywords) simply by defining new functions, but abstracting over semantics is not addressed (adding keywords: ●). Their optimizing transformations are conservative extensions, similarly to REA, and moreover their generated code is guaranteed type-safe (conservative extensions: ●). Late semantic adaptations are also not addressed (late semantic extensions: N/A).

Tratt [Tra08] is the only homogeneous approach base on meta-programming languages that supports extensible concrete syntax. Incrementally extending an existing language embedding is inconvenient, since the developer has to update the syntax definition, add new BNF productions, and regenerate the parser (adding keywords: ●). Additionally, rewrite rules must be added. It is not clear how conservative extensions could be supported, because overriding rewrite rules is not possible (conservative extensions: N/A). Late semantic adaptations are also not addressed (late semantic extensions: N/A).

**Extensibility with OO Languages:** In general, embedded approaches using typed object-oriented languages have more or less excellent support for black-box extensions and gray-box extensions.

In theory, *fluent interface* by Evans [Eva03] and Fowler [Fow05] allow extensions, but extending an existing language with new keywords is somewhat complicated, because due to the special structure of a fluent interface API. Recall that fluent interfaces allow method chaining. Method chaining defines a language’s syntax in several classes and that the return types of those methods. A disadvantage of method chaining for extensibility is that these methods are scattered over several classes, which makes it harder to find the right place where to add a new expression type. There is only a limited support for adding abstractions operators with inner classes (adding keywords: ●). Because Garcia [Gar08] generates fluent interfaces, extensibility seems less problematic w.r.t. extensions, since one can simply re-generate the
code. But, as a developer must regenerate the whole API, this invalidates existing semantics the generated method bodies, which contain user-defined code from the previous version of the generated fluent interface (adding keywords: \[ \text{N/A} \]). Evans and Fowler’s fluent interfaces do not address conservative extensions (conservative extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]). In contrast, García’s EMF2JDT [Gar08] can generate checks from OCL-like constraints but without special guarantees (conservative extensions: \[ \text{G} \]). None of the approaches address late semantic adaptations (late semantic extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]).

Dubocchet [Dub06] and Odersky et al. [OSV07] embedded DSLs in Scala [Sca] that have good support for adding keywords but abstracting over semantics is not addressed (adding keywords: \[ \text{G} \]). Conservative extensions are possible because Scala provides special features for type-safe extensions, such as traits, case classes, and dependent types. Safe conservative extensions are possible, but only if all pre- and post-conditions and invariants of language can be completely be specified on its types’ interfaces. Since in the embedding approaches using Scala, a developer can only use Scala types for encoding the language syntax in the type’s members, the type checker can only check if a conservative extension for possible syntax conflicts, but not for checking the domain’s semantics. Rich semantic information cannot be expressed in Scala type interfaces. For semantic compositions, to prevent semantic conflicts by extension, Scala would require an additional design-by-contract solution (conservative extensions: \[ \text{G} \]). But, they cannot support late semantic adaptations as there is no MOP in Scala (late semantic extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]).

The polymorphic embedding approach of Hofer et al. [HORM08, HO10] has equal or better qualities than the previous. In addition to the above techniques, Hofer et al. use Scala’s support for generics, path-dependent types and imports for abstracting over the semantics for a program, which they call pluggable semantics. Basically, a program is implemented as a generic class that is parameterized by possible semantics for evaluating the program. For such a parameterized program, various semantics can be provided in a type-safe manner, whereby the return type of such a program is a path-dependent type (adding keywords: \[ \text{G} \]). They support similarly safe conservative extension as the other Scala approaches (conservative extensions: \[ \text{G} \]). In addition, programs representation can be extended, as polymorphic embedding has support for multiple encoding of programs. But, polymorphic embedding does not address late semantic adaptations, because this would need to open up the Scala embedded types and to make adaptations to their interfaces that would violate their static guarantees (late semantic extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]).

### 4.1.2 Heterogeneous Embedding Approaches

**Extensibility with Embedded Compilers:** Heterogeneous embedding approaches are interesting since they try to address the weaknesses of homogeneous embedding approaches by being inspired from traditional non-embedding-based language implementation approaches.

Kamin’s [Kam98] support implementing extensible generators, but programs that abstract over semantics are not in the focus (adding keywords: \[ \text{G} \]). It does also not support conservative extensions (conservative extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]), and late semantic adaptations are not supported (late semantic extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]).

Elliot et al. [EFDM03] extend Kamin’s technique, therefore they partially support also extensibility, but incremental extending is data types that represent AST nodes is not possible (adding keywords: \[ \text{G} \]). However, the extensions they have implemented target at improving the execution time of the generated code, rather than targeting at syntax and semantics extensions. They do not discuss conservative extensions (conservative extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]) or late semantic adaptations (late semantic extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]).

Cuadrado et al. [CM07] apply Kamin’s technique in dynamic languages to implement ad-hoc generators in Ruby. Their generators can be incrementally extensible, by adding new method to generator classes, but it is not possible to abstract over semantics of a program (adding keywords: \[ \text{G} \]). Although they can generate OCL-constraints into embeddings, the Ruby interpreter does not type check the generators and generated code is also not checked (conservative extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]). Although they internally use reflection in Ruby to extend the generator, late semantic adaptation of generators is not addressed (late semantic extensions: \[ \text{N/A} \]).
Extensibility with Source Transformation Languages: MetaBorg has an good support for modular and extensible languages with concrete syntax and modular semantics. It has limited support for abstracting over semantics of programs, but the developer has to reimplement the complete transformation implementations. Replacing the execution semantics for a program is only possible at pre-processing time. It is not possible to evaluate one instance of a program under different semantics, where the identity of the program representation is preserved (adding keywords: \textit{G}). In MetaBorg, syntax extensions are supported, but no special type or encapsulation guarantees are given for languages and generated code (conservative extensions: \textit{I}) and it does not address late semantic adaptations (late semantic extensions: \textit{N/A}).

TXL has only a limited support for extensibility. To extend the syntax, the developer creates a new TXL module and imports another TXL module to extend, which makes all syntax rules from the other module available. In the extending module, it is possible to override imported syntax rules and add alternative productions to them. Abstracting over semantics has the same limitations as MetaBorg (adding keywords: \textit{G}). In TXL, no special type or encapsulation guarantees are given for languages or generated code (conservative extensions: \textit{I}). Unfortunately, TXL does not address late semantic adaptations by the user (late semantic extensions: \textit{N/A}).

4.1.3 Roadmap: Extensibility in Non-Embedded Approaches

In contrast, embedded approaches use the extensibility mechanism of their host GPLs that are not specialized. Hence, it would be interesting to make specialized extensibility mechanisms available for embedded approaches, too.

Conversely, non-embedded approaches could learn from embedding approaches. In contrast to embedding approaches, these extensibility mechanisms are not implicitly available, user-defined abstractions to non-embedded mechanisms are not possible. The reason for this is that non-embedded approaches are mostly heterogeneous and not causally connected. Therefore, to cope with extensibility requirements, over the last decades, their meta-languages had to be invasively extended with extension mechanisms that were re-invented from GPL. First, grammar inheritance was adopted from OO languages [AMH90, KRV08, Par08]. Second, support for functions were adopted from functional languages [Cor06]. Third, recently aspect-oriented programming was made available to modularize crosscutting concerns in grammars [RMWG09]. Consequently, as mechanisms are frequently extended, it would be interesting if the mechanisms of non-embedded approaches would be extensible, like in embedding approaches [Mez97, HBA10].

In comparison, the major advantage of homogeneous embeddings over non-embedded approaches is that embedding are far less expensive in terms of implementation effort for the language developer. Another advantage of homogeneous embeddings is that they are homogeneous and causally connected, thus they can reuse advanced extensibility mechanism of the host. In contrast, the meta-languages of non-embedded approaches are not homogeneous and not causally connected with their target languages they generate code for. Therefore, for non-embedded approaches, it is not possible to easily reuse available mechanism in the meta-languages.

The remainder of this section summarizes interesting extensibility mechanisms in non-embedded approaches.

Adding Keywords: For a better support for adding keywords, embedded approaches could learn from parser generators and compiler compiler, as well as extensible interpreters and extensible compilers.

There is a myriad of parser generators with limited extensibility, such as ANTLR [Par93, Par08], and Rats! [Gri04, Gri06]. Similarly, there are numerous examples for compiler compilers that better support extensibility than parser generators, such as SableCC [GH98] and JavaCC [Kod04]. Often parser generators and compiler compilers use a grammar formalism and generative techniques to synthesize parts of the language front-end and back-end. A language developer can use a formalism to specify the syntax of a language, such as (E)BNF or SDF [HHKR89]. (E)BNF is a formalism that helps language developer
to reason about the syntax before implementing a new language, and this formalism is well-known to many language developers. The theoretical foundations of BNF and other formalisms help the developer specifying languages. Whereby, for a syntactic and semantic language composition, the developers can rely on the sound foundations and theories behind BNF, CFGs, and category theory.

The basic mechanisms for grammar specification are frequently augmented with special mechanisms for extensibility of languages. SDF [HHKR89, Vis97b] and ANTLR in version 3.1 [Par08] support importing other SDF modules to extend existing languages. MontiCore [KRV08] provides a declarative inheritance mechanism. What is common in these approaches is that they provide special mechanisms to override syntax rules from inherited languages, such as redefining and renaming keywords. Unfortunately, because in those approaches, the artifacts for syntax and semantic definition are coupled with each other, it is often hard to reuse both front-ends and back-ends for extensions.

Extensibility of embedded languages is in the same vein as extensibility of languages in extensible interpreter and compiler approaches. To address some of these issues, special techniques have been proposed. Often attribute grammars [Knu68, Paa95] are used to enables extensible syntax and semantics in compiler implementations. The literature discusses extensible languages in grammar-oriented programming or syntax-directed languages. A good overview of extensible languages is given in [KM09].

There are extensible compilers, that are supporting multiple inheritance enabling a better reuse, such as in MontiCore [KRV08], or ANTLR v3.1 [Par08]. Still, creating new extensible interpreters and compilers is expensive. Therefore, the investment is often only made for general-purpose languages, where extensions are more likely requested by a large group of end users. In contrast, in most cases, developers do not implement DSLs as extended compilers/interpreters, due to of the higher investment costs, and because often there is a relatively small group of end users for a DSL.

There are extensible interpreters that use parser combinators to implement extensible front-ends, e.g. in Haskell [Wad95, Fok95] or Scala [MPO08]. There are extensible interpreter back-ends, but they are hard to implement. Monads that have been discussed before, are often used for composable back-end implementations, also in non-embedded approaches. Examples for extensible interpreters are first-class interpreters [IJF92]. Other possible solutions are discussed in [SN05].

Extensible compilers of GPLs allow defining domain-specific extensions to GPLs. Examples of extensible compilers for Java are: Polyglot [NCM03], JastAdd [EH07b], or the Java syntactic extender [BP01], LISA [MLAZ00], or Silver [VWBH06, WKBS07, VWBGK08]. Furthermore, a meta-object protocol [KRB91] can also be seen as an extensible compiler that allows application-specific extensions [MHS05]. There are also extensible virtual machines that have just-in-time compilers that allows extensions, such as the JikesRVM [AFG00, RG09] or the virtual virtual machine [FPS02].

A particular interesting extensible compiler is JastAdd, since it is independent of the input language. JastAdd is based on attribute grammars to model syntax and semantics. There is support for base languages such as Java in JastAdd [EH07a], Modelica [ÄEH08], and a subset of MatLab [ADDH10a]. In JastAdd, aspects are used to build modular syntactic and semantic extensions to ASTs. JastAdd uses aspect-oriented features to introduce attributes into existing AST nodes. Aspects act as are a special means to implement an attribute grammar. JastAdd supports synthesized attributes that are attributes with values that are declared by equations (propagating information upwards the AST). It supports also inherited attributes that are attributes derived from a parent AST node to one of its children (propagating information downwards the AST). Extensions can access attributes of AST nodes, changed them, and add new attribute to AST node to store information. In particularly interesting is that JastAdd decomposes the access to attributes as small functional pieces of the language semantics that are automatically scheduled on demand. In JastAdd, language developers can relatively easily extend existing languages that are integrated as components. Interesting is that JastAdd supports gray-box extensions, where language extensions can adapt the output of their base languages invasively. Because of its gray-box extensibility, it is particularly well suited to implement special extensions to base languages.
Only a few extensible compilers are implemented for DSLs—mostly for DSLs with a large end user group, such as for MatLab. E.g., JastAdd has been used to modularly extend Java with an AspectJ [AET08] extension, and MatLab with aspects [ADDH10b].

Further, there are commercial-of-the-shelf approaches (such as XML [W3C06], UML [OMG04], EMF [SBP+09]) that provide good support for extensibility of DSL syntax, but there is a limited support for extending semantics. XML is targeted rather for structural DSL, than executable DSL. XML has easy support for syntax extensions through XML schema extensions [W3C06]. Semantics for XML can be provided when using XSL transformations for code generation [MHS05], but extending transformations is more complicated and requires special tools [ES01]. UML supports syntax and semantics extensions through UML profiles [OMG04], but to actually make a domain-specific model executable, a generator is used. Unfortunately, generators are implemented mostly in a monolithic way. They are heterogeneous because of using heterogeneous source-and-target transformations. They are not causally connected, because the source-model mostly does not have the same runtime as the target model, which is often executable code. For these reasons, generators are hard to extend.

Conservative Extensions: For better support for conservative extensions, embedded language could learn from non-embedded approaches that use formal syntax and semantics definitions, such as compilers generated from denotational semantics [JS80]. This is less a problem for pure functional embeddings and stage-based embeddings, which are type-safe. Nonetheless, since the language semantics in the other embedding approaches are rather implemented in an ad-hoc manner, integrating formal approaches would improve correctness of those approaches. After all, type-safety is only a minimal correctness guarantee when it comes to domain semantics, often domain-specific constraints cannot be encoded into the type system. Even when using a pure or staged embedding approach, there is no automatic guarantee that domain-specific constraints of a base language are met by extensions, since often such constraints cannot be encoded in the type-system of the host language. To address this, it would be interesting to use advanced type-systems that allow encoding application-level constraints on types. It could be interesting to use languages with constraint types or refinement types as host languages for embeddings, such as Omega [She04b].

Late Semantic Adaptations: To support late semantic adaptations, embedded language could learn from meta-level architectures and reflection in non-embedded approaches. There are language approaches that come with such a meta-level, such as extensible compiler and commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) approaches.

There are extensible compiler approaches with a meta-level, such as Reflex [Tan04], or Linglets [Cle07], which have support for late adaptations. Reflex is a compile-time MOP for an object-oriented language, e.g. it allows implementing compile-time optimizations for dynamic aspects [Tan04], domain-specific aspect languages [TN05, FETD07], and compositions thereof [Tan06b]. Linglets [Cle07] uses a compile-time MOP to implement traversing strategies on AST nodes that are open for late adaptations, and non-local transformations. Extensible compilers with a meta-level allow late semantic adaptations of language implementations, but only at compile time.

Furthermore, there are homogeneous and uniform meta-levels available for general-purpose languages. Reflective programming languages allow programs written in general-purpose languages to reason about themselves [Mae87]. Meta-object protocols allow extensions of OO language semantics in the user domains [KRB91, Kic96]. Because reflective languages and MOPs are causally connected, their causally connected design is interesting from a language design perspective, unfortunately, they are not domain-specific.

When using reflection and meta-object protocols, an open problem is how to provide good safety guarantees for semantic adaptations. In particular, there is a conflict between providing static type-safety guarantees and reflection/MOPs. In general, it is hard to reconcile reflection with typing [Pie02]. When reflection and MOPs are allowed to manipulate the interface of objects at runtime, there is a
decidability problem to know what type an object has, in particular at compile-time, since the object interface may be changed in the future.

Specifically, type soundness is proven by means of preservation and progress. Preservation means that the type of an expression does not change during its evaluation. Progress means whenever an expression has a type, either it is a value, it can be evaluated further, or it raises one of the declared exceptions. In general, reflection conflicts with preservation, because the type of an expression can be adapted at any time [Pie02, ASSS09, GWTA10]. In other words, there can be no guaranteed type safety, when full reflection is allowed.

However, there are some concepts that try to address those issues by restricting reflection. For example, the issue is partially addressed by aspect-oriented programming, whereby according to Sullivan [Sul01] aspects can be understood as a MOP with a restricted flexibility. Since aspects allow adaptations only at certain points and using well-defined abstractions, there are additional opportunities for validation and also for optimizations.

Indeed most COTS-based approaches have a meta-level that allows user extensions. Most modern model-based approaches today come with a meta-level, which is heavily used to embed domain-specific models into general-purpose modeling languages or to extend the modeling notation with new means to express domain specific constraints. Examples are the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) that defines a meta-model for UML [OMG04], Essential MOF for the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [SBP+09], XML Schema for XML [W3C06]. Unfortunately, these meta-levels have only limited means to express semantics. UML supports constraints in its Object Constraint Language (OCL) and semantic transformations its Query View Transform (QVT) language. Eclipse Model To Model (M2M) a QVT-like language planned for EMF, XSLT supports semantics for XML. In academic community, there are similar modeling solutions and toolkits available, such as MOFLon [AKRS08] using graph transformation rules, Generic Modeling Environment [Dav03] that is especially interesting because it supports compositions of meta-models, and Kermeta [DFF+09] is a meta-programming environment for meta-model engineering. Although the above approaches have meta-levels, model-based approaches rather use their meta-levels for syntactic extensibility but rarely for semantic extensibility. Unfortunately, compared to homogeneous embeddings, the model-based approaches are often not causally connected, since in most of them, the models do not have a uniform compile- and runtime with the generated code.

Even if there is no flexible architecture available, there are still some general solutions to build software with built in variability. They allow building variation into language implementations. It is often possible to allow semantic adaptations with variability management tools for a language implementation, as for any other software. Variability management tools allow language developers to implement a language with extension points to which other language developers can provide extensions. On top of those extension points, developer can implement the variable features of the language. The resulting language implementation with the built in variability could be seen as a software product-line (SPL) [Bos00] of a language—language product-line, which can be configured for various domains.

Ideally, language developers organize variable features in a feature model, whereby they can define dependencies between those features. By checking the dependencies defined in the feature model, it is possible to automatically validate the correctness of a possible configuration. Finally, when customizing a new product of such a language product-line for a particular domain or an individual user, a domain expert who knows all available features configures the product-line by making a concrete selection on the desired features available from the product-line specification.

In theory every tool to build software product-lines could be used for building variable language implementations, however there are two major limitations: (1) non-homogeneous: to implement the product-line, the SPL approaches often use meta-languages or meta-tools that generate the product in another target language. Because their meta-languages are non-homogeneous, they disallow using the available tools of the target language when developing the product-line and its models, (2) not causally connected: SPL approaches often use generative techniques to generate products from the product-line specification.
model, and thus the model and the products are disparate and do not have a uniform compile- and runtime.

Still, there are several relevant initiatives in the field of software product-lines that address these problems. First, a product-line developer can use special product-line approaches that have support for late variability [vG00, VGBS01]. By using such an approach to implement a language, late semantic adaptations could be possible. Although it has been shown that there is the benefit that late variability enables a better reuse [vG00], late variation has not yet been studied detailed enough for its application for adapting language implementations in user domains. Second, a product-line developer can implement software product-lines using special languages that provide advanced language features for implementing feature-oriented programming, such as virtual classes [GA07], aspects [MO04], and layers [CD08]. Moreover, multi-dimensional separation of concerns techniques have been used in the implementation of virtual machines [SHH09] to improve modularity of crosscutting features in VMs, such a garbage collection. Third, there is a new trend to maintain a part of the feature model and product-line models at runtime, such as in dynamic software product-lines [HHPS08, CD08, DMFM10], and model at runtime [IEE09, NB09]. It would be interesting to further investigate similar techniques, to enable better semantic adaptation in language embeddings.

4.2 Composability of Languages

There is an extensive body of ongoing research in the field of language composition. Embedded DSL are in particular interesting for language composition, because they have special properties that support composition. Similarly to extensibility, embedding approaches reuse the composability mechanisms of their host language in order to compose embedded languages. Despite this, the mechanisms have different qualities, as Section 4.2.1 argues that homogeneous embedding better supports semantic composition and heterogeneous embedding better support syntactic composition. Generally, there is good support for composing independent languages. Unfortunately, most existing embedding approaches fail to compose multiple languages that have complex syntactic and semantic interactions. Therefore, Section 4.1.3 outlines how to improve composability of embedding approaches inspired by non-embedded approaches.

In the following, for each approach, the review evaluates the available support for language composition. It reviews the available support for every identified composition scenario: (1) composition of languages without interactions, cf. Section 3.2.1, (2) with syntactic interactions, cf. Section 3.2.2.1, and (1) with semantic interactions, cf. Section 3.2.2.2.

4.2.1 Homogeneous Embedding Approaches

Not all homogeneous approaches discuss composing languages, but if, then generally there is good support for composability for independent languages. However, most embedding approaches have the limitation that compositions of dependent languages are not supported, and even if, there is only a limited support.

Composability with Functional Host Languages: In general, pure embedding approaches with functional host language have excellent support for black-box composition of multiple embeddings. Similarly to extensibility, higher-order functions and monadic composition help to compose languages from smaller pieces. An advantage is that functional decomposition guarantees the absence of side-effects between the composed languages.

Hudak [Hud96, Hud98] composes language from monads that strongly encapsulate each constituent language in a composition. In other words, Hudak uses a monad as a kind of language component (without interactions: ●). However, pure functional languages, such as Haskell, have a limited support to deal with syntactic and semantic interactions in embeddings. Restriction are mostly because, it is crucial for the functional paradigm to prevent interactions, which disallows invasive compositions of languages. E.g. in all approaches using Haskell, when composing two pure embedded languages, a user
needs to explicitly import functions and classes from different embedding into the same compilation unit using Haskell’s sophisticated import mechanism. A syntactic conflict occurs when two or more languages define a function with the same signature. The Haskell compiler detects such conflicts. To solve conflicts, when importing, the user needs to explicitly qualify imported modules names and rename imported names from other compilation units. Unfortunately, explicit composition by users is less convenient for them who are not aware of conflicts and do not want to take care about resolving them. A problem is that Haskell uses the same dot (".") character to compose functions and also to qualify functions from imported modules. Therefore, when composing qualified functions, this can lead to syntactic ambiguities (syntactic interactions: ⚫). Functional abstractions are inherently inadequate for invasive composition, since a function definition requires it to be a black-box. Due to this mismatch, pure embeddings do not support late semantic adaptations of functions by users (semantic interactions: N/A).

Carette et al. [CKS07, CKS09] do not discuss composition (without interactions, syntactic interactions, semantic interactions: N/A).

Atkey et al. [ALY09] use the power of the Haskell type system to implicitly compose functions from different embedded languages, or for convenience, Atkey allows explicitly composing languages by defining a new Haskell class that is a sub-class of two embedded languages (without interactions: ⚫). W.r.t. interactions, Atkey’s unembedding approach has the same limitations as Hudak. (syntactic interactions: ⚫, semantic interactions: N/A).

Composability with Dynamic Languages: In general, dynamic host languages have exceptional support for composability, in particular, for unanticipated compositions. Because they can dynamically load and extend existing code, they are particularly flexible. Further, because their dynamic type system can defer type checking until runtime, they can exploit that actual types are known, when the composition finally takes place. The downside is that dynamic host languages provide little static guarantees.

Peschanski [Pes01] does not discuss composition (without interactions, syntactic interactions, semantic interactions: N/A).

The embedding approaches that are based on dynamic scripting languages, such as Ruby [TFH09], TwisteR [AO10], and Groovy [KG07], allow ad-hoc compositions of languages that have been implemented independently and that may have ad-hoc interactions in their abstract syntax and semantics. For language composition, these languages use object inheritance and sometimes reflective features (without interactions: ⚫). Ruby can compose embedded languages by re-opening existing class definitions of embedded languages, and moreover it can dynamically mixin modules into classes. TwisteR can only compose aspect-oriented languages with the same restriction as its host language Ruby. Groovy can compose embedded languages using Groovy categories [KG07], or by adding methods to existing classes using meta-objects or dynamic mixins. Unfortunately, they do not provide adequate guarantees for ensuring correct compositions in case of syntactic or semantic interactions. In Ruby, TwisteR, and Groovy, syntactic conflicts are similar, they occur when two or more classes of embedded DSLs to be composed, or resp. modules or categories, define a member with the same signature. Ruby and TwisteR do not detect such conflicts. Although Groovy validates correctness of methods of inherited interfaces and classes, it does not of validate categories and mixins. When composing classes in Ruby and Groovy, internally when mixin composing the members of classes, these members are added to objects via their meta-objects, which holds a set of members that contains all members of the object it interprets. In Ruby and Groovy, whenever there is another adaptation of one of the members, it overrides previously defined members or adaptations, thus there is the danger of overriding conflicting expression types of embedded DSL classes that are encoded in the members. The problem is that overriding conflicting methods can happen unintended, whereby it remains unnoticed for the developer/user, and it can lead to incorrect compositions (syntactic interactions, semantic interactions: ⚫).

The π language [KM09] can compose languages as a set of patterns, by composing their pattern definitions (without interactions: ⚫). To compose several languages, the language developer only needs to combine the code of the patterns and use the composed code together. For composing the syntax of languages, π allows composing π patterns that may have any concrete syntax of a CFG, which is only
possible because they use a scannerless Earley parser. When there are syntactic ambiguities, \(\pi\) resolves them by taking into account the return types of patterns, but a user-defined resolution is out of scope (syntactic interactions: ●). For composing semantics, there are limitations, while \(\pi\) allows black-box composition of patterns that have explicit interaction, i.e., a pattern can be parameterized by another pattern, which is a kind of higher-order pattern. Still, gray-box composition is not addressed, since in \(\pi\) higher-order patterns can only wrap around other patterns (semantic interactions: N/A). Further, in \(\pi\), there is the limitation that there is no module concept for embedded languages. Since patterns are visible throughout their scope, there cannot be multiple modular languages in one program—there is only one language.

Renggli’s Helvetia [RGN10] has good support for composing languages. For composing several languages in concrete syntax, in Helvetia, the developer combines the parser combinators of these several languages, which is easy when the languages have no interactions (without interactions: ●). Syntactic interaction are prevented, because the parser combinator library is based on parsing expression grammars (PEGs) [For04], which resolves ambiguities with implicit priorities. PEGs are a composable subset of context-sensitive grammars, albeit PEGs have no subset relation to CFGs (syntactic interactions: ●). There is also support for semantic interactions, as embedded languages can change the semantics of other languages using Helvetia’s rewrite patterns, that even can change Smalltalk semantics, such as the default method call dispatch and field access, which they demonstrate by implementing a DSL for transactional memory. Although semantics extension of the embedded languages and host language is possible, in Helvetia, there is the assumption that only one language may define a semantic interaction for a particular language construct or AST node. The problem is that Helvetia cannot compose interacting or conflicting rewrite rules of different languages (semantic interactions: ●).

**Composability with Staged Languages:** None of the multi-stage approaches [COST04, SCK04, Tra08] currently addresses composition of multiple languages (without interactions, syntactic interactions, semantic interactions: N/A). With respect to syntactic interactions, the quoting mechanism can be only used to compose expressions of the host language and one embedded language. For the current research, it is not clear how the quoting mechanism can be used to reflect several ASTs of different languages at the same time. In particular when ASTs are represented with GADTs, it is not clear how to compose ASTs, since without special mechanisms GADTs are closed. With respect to semantic interactions, the only semantic interactions that stage-based embedding address are interactions on the AST of the host language, which merely supports multiple optimizations on the same set of language constructs, but not of multiple languages.

**Composability with OO Languages:** In general, typed OO embedding approaches support composition of multiple embedded languages, but only well, when the host language provides an advanced inheritance mechanism, such as multiple inheritance. Still with the available mechanisms, there are limitations w.r.t. the support for language composition, since those mechanisms are not specialized for the language composition problems.

Evans [Eva03] and Fowler [Fow05] do not address composition of multiple languages. Garcia’s EMF2JDT [Gar08] allows composition of an OCL-like constraint language with EMF models, but composition of other languages is not covered (without interactions, syntactic interactions, semantic interactions: N/A).

Dubochet [Dub06] and Odersky et al. [OSV07] discuss only the embedding of individual DSLs in Scala [Sca], but they do not discuss compositions (without interactions, syntactic interactions, semantic interactions: N/A).

In their polymorphic embedding approach, Hofer et al. [HORM08, HO10] demonstrate that developers can use Scala traits to compose independent languages. However, they explicitly exclude dependent languages from their discussion (without interactions: ●). Similarly, when embedding in Scala, a syntactic conflict occur when two or more types of embedded languages are extended or composes and if the types define members with the same signature. In particularly interesting is that users who know Scala well can easily compose expression from different languages and resolve conflicts. To prevent syntactic
conflicts, Scala imports allow qualifying, hiding, and renaming imported member names for possible compositions, similarly to Haskell. When importing several conflicting members for a composition, the Scala compiler automatically detects the conflicts and requires the user to resolve it. However, it is rather inconvenient that language end users have to resolve conflicts, it would be better if language developer could compose languages and resolve conflicts for them (syntactic interactions: ●).

Further, semantic interactions are not adequately handled, since the linearization of Scala’s inheritance mechanism is not precise enough to compose interacting language compositions. Similar to mixins in dynamic language, only one semantics is taken into account of conflicting embedded types, namely the first of the conflicting members in the linearization, but once the order is established for a type, it cannot be changed anymore in subtypes (semantic interactions: ○).

4.2.2 Heterogeneous Embedding Approaches

Heterogeneous approaches have different qualities in their support to compose languages.

Composability with Embedded Compilers: Kamin’s [Kam98] does not address composition of multiple embedded languages (without interactions, syntactic interactions, semantic interactions: N/A).

Elliot et al. [EFDM03] support combining several optimizations of the same embedded language, but composition of languages is out of the scope (without interactions, syntactic interactions, semantic interactions: N/A).

Cuadrado et al. [CM07] apply Kamin’s technique in dynamic languages to implement ad-hoc generators in Ruby. Their generators can be incrementally extensible and they use multiple languages in parallel. However, compositions of languages are not in the focus (without interactions, syntactic interactions, semantic interactions: N/A).

Composability with Source Transformation Languages: MetaBorg has an exceptional support for composing the concrete syntax of multiple independent languages. This support is based on using a formalism for modular syntax definitions, namely SDF [Vis97b] as part of its Stratego language, and a scannerless GLR (SGLR) [Vis97a] parsing algorithm that supports composing arbitrary context-free grammars (CFGs). To compose languages, the language developer creates a new SDF module and imports all constituent languages (without interactions: ●). A syntactic conflict occurs, when two languages define the productions with the same lexical pattern (e.g. the same keywords). Nonetheless, MetaBorg makes it easy to resolve such conflicts, since it offers two mechanisms. First, either the developer handles conflicting productions from multiple languages explicitly at the syntax level, whereby the developer can rename the category names of imported conflicting productions. Second, the developer lets the parser simply recognize and parse the ambiguities, which result from the syntax conflict. Thanks to SGLR parsing MetaBorg obtains all possible resulting ASTs, which can then be filtered using so-called disambiguation filters [vdBSVV02]. These filters can take context information into account to resolve the ambiguities, by removing the invalid sub-trees from the AST (syntactic interactions: ●). MetaBorg allows writing rich semantics with complex rewrite rules that can be scoped. It is possible to apply a rule only in a certain phase of a transformation, to order rules, or to apply a rule only to some parts of a program. This allows developers implementing dynamic rules of which the rule application depends on the AST context, or implementing generic rewrite strategies. Rewrites are intended to have side effects, at the cost that there is no guarantee that the rewrite rules are conflict-free. MetaBorg’s rewrites are non-functional, therefore unfortunately transformations are non-confluent. However, there is no out-of-the-box support for complicated semantic compositions of languages in MetaBorg. Hence, for each composition, the composition semantics must be implemented from scratch (semantic interactions: ●).

TXL has a good but limited support for composability. To compose several embedded languages, a language developer defines a new syntax module and imports the syntax modules of all constituent languages. Via the import, all syntax rules become implicitly available (without interactions: ●). Unfortunately, TXL has limits w.r.t. to its syntactic composability, because TXL does not support the full class of CFG. TXL implements a full-backtracking recursive descent parser that only supports the class LL(1).
LL(*) is a subset of CFG. Unfortunately, LL(*) is not closed under composition [BV04]. In other words, in special situations, syntactic interactions can lead to erroneous parse trees, e.g. when the composed languages have same literals in their expression types (syntactic interactions: $\bullet$). Composing language semantics is supported in TXL, due to the functional features and the fact that rules can easily be scoped. However, similarly to the latter approach, since there is no out-of-the-box support, composition semantics must be implemented from scratch (semantic interactions: $\bullet$).

4.2.3 Roadmap: Composability in Non-Embedded Approaches

To improve the support for composability particularly of dependent languages, embedding approaches could learn from the available mechanisms in non-embedded approaches. In the following, we discuss inspiring composability mechanisms from compiler/interpreter approaches, extensible compiler/interpreter approaches, as well as, commercial-of-the-shelf approaches.

Compiler/Interpreter Approaches: Non-extensible compilers and interpreters are known to be hard to compose [MHS05]. Individually implemented compilers do not facilitate composition with other compilers.

In front-ends there is better support for composition. Various solutions that support partial compositions of front-ends of compiler and interpreters have been proposed. When multiple inheritance for grammars is supported, such as in [KRV08, Par08], this can be used to inherit from several grammars in order to compose them. One major challenge is to handle disambiguities, when composing expression types of different languages, e.g. by declaring disambiguation rules on grammar productions [vdBsvv02, Par07, KVW10] with priorities, associativity, (semantic) restrictions, rejections, or preferences. Alternatively, there are approaches that prevent disambiguities, e.g. by defining an implicit disambiguation by the order in which syntax rules have been defined [For04, Gri04, Gri06]. Despite the advances in the research in this field, most available parser generators and compiler compilers are not dimensioned for language composition. There are many problems, when language developers want to compose both syntax and semantics, as elaborated below.

First, it is not possible to generate code for constituent languages and then to compose the generated code. Therefore, a language developer needs to compose languages by composing their specifications.

Second, unfortunately, there are restrictions on syntax definitions in most meta-languages. Most parser generators are limited to a subclass of context-free grammars (CFGs). First, an examples class is LALR(1) that is supported by YACC [Joh75], Flex/Bison [LMB92], and SableCC [GH98]. Second, there is the class of LL(k) that is supported by ANTLR [Par93], JavaCC [Kod04]. What is problematic with those subclasses of CFGs is that they are not closed under composition [BV04, Gri06], when multiple grammars are combined. Consequently, LALR and LL parser generators are only dimensioned for single monolithic programming languages. In general, LALR and LL grammar specifications sometimes cannot be composed. Therefore, for language composition of CFGs, one need to use a composable subset of CFGs. There are several examples of such grammars. First, regular expressions is a composable subclass of CFGs, but this subclass is too limited for DSLs. Second, parsing expression grammars [Gri04, Gri06, VWBH06] are composable, but they are not a subclass of CFGs. Third, the CYK algorithm supports parsing CFGs, but they have to be given in Chomsky normal form (CNF) or transformed to CNF, which leads to a different AST when parsing. Most important, only scannerless parsers support the full class of CFGs without restrictions, such as scannerless GLR [Vis97a, BV04], GLL [JMS10], and Earley parsers [Ear68, Ear70].

Third, there are technical issues. For example, in ANTLR version 3.1, compositions are implemented with root parsers that import multiple parsers to combine their expression [Par08]. But a problem with the ANTLR solution is that the infrastructure of composed languages cannot be generated independently. When changing a root parser, it is not enough to re-generate only the root parser that imports constituent parsers in a composition, but for each combination of all constituent parsers, the complete infrastructure has to be re-generated, which makes is impossible to independently evolve the parsers. Another problem is that most parser generators leave it to the language developer to combine the languages’ ASTs and
executing semantics. Because of these issues with current parser generators, it is not possible to generate a parser for a language, compile it, and share it with other language designers for composition.

Forth, compiler approaches have limited support for composing dependent languages. Most parser generators assume a specification that is free of syntactic and semantic conflicts, or they assume that possible conflicts are explicitly resolved by developers, such as ANTLR. Syntactic conflicts are prevented by using modular grammar definitions that support namespaces for expression types, such as in SDF2 [Vis97b] and Stratego/XT [Vis04]. Semantics conflicts could be detected by taking into account formal specifications of the languages, such as TXL does. There is limited support to control dependencies between single language constructs. E.g., ANTLR allows controlling dependencies in name resolutions with semantic predicates. However, in most non-extensible compiler approaches, composition of whole dependent language components is not addressed. There is a lack of means to extend the internals of a language implementation for dependent compositions. Therefore, dependent compositions are often implemented as individual solutions [LK97, HH04] that are specialized to resolve composition conflicts.

In sum, with these issues, non-extensible compilers do not fully support composability of languages as components, but still it is the support for concrete syntax of CFGs that is inspiring for embedded languages.

**Extensible Compilers/Interpreters:** Developers can easily implement composable front-ends for compilers and interpreters with parser combinators, e.g. in Haskell [Wad95, Fok95] or Scala [MPO08]. Developers can compose a language front-end only by reusing existing the parser components from the constituent languages.

Most extensible compilers are implemented only for one GPL and do not allows composition of several languages. Extensible compilers/interpreters that support composability of languages are often based on attribute grammars, which also enable composability of attributes from different languages. There are extensible compilers that are specialized for composing a special subset of languages and a special subset of parts of the language implementations, such as Reflex that allows composing domain-specific aspect languages and handling weaving conflicts [Tan06b]. There are solutions that allow the language developers to declaratively model dependencies, such as LISA [MLAZ00]. The AspectBench Compiler [ATC05] is based on JastAdd and allows composing AO extensions. Some solutions even allow to automatically schedule dependencies, such as the JastAdd Compiler [EH07b].

What is interesting with the JastAdd extensible compiler is that it especially targets compositions of languages and modular extensions. Attribute grammars [Knu68, Knu90] play a crucial role in JastAdd for enabling composition of several languages, by allowing composition by extending, i.e. with a common extension that imports all constituent languages. For a composition, a language developer defines a new module that imports and composes a set of composite languages. Each composite language is again module that other language developers can import and extend. In JastAdd, the composition of languages' attribute grammars is possible, because JastAdd has a general infrastructure for the language back-end. There can be several back-ends for different languages, and the developer can relatively easily integrate and compose them. To implement a new language syntax, JastAdd allows the developer to define a new AST and integrate it into the extensible compiler framework. To implement its semantics, JastAdd uses the declarative specifications of constituent languages' attributes, which can be declared as lazy, i.e. they are not immediately evaluated. To compose several languages, a developer can reuse the existing components of the constituent languages. First, the developer composes their syntax by explicitely defining the expression types of the composed language, whereby the composite language can reuse the syntactical categories of the constituent languages. Composing the semantics has special support, since JastAdd allows combining the declared attributes of different languages, whereby an exceptional feature of JastAdd is that the framework can automatically schedule the calculation of attributes that are defined for AST nodes, which is an important feature for a convenient and safe composition of multiple languages.

**COTS-based Approaches:** There are COTS-based approaches (such as XML [W3C06], UML [OMG04], EMF [SBP09]) that provide good support for composability of DSL syntax, but they have limited support
for composing semantics. The COTS-based approaches come with structural representations that are syntactically homogeneous. For example, in XML, every XML syntax follows an XML Schema, which again is an XML document. For example, in MDSD, every UML model is an instance of a MOF metamodel, and respectively every EMF model is an instance of an eMOF metamodel. Because schemata, or models and meta-models are syntactically homogeneous, several instances of them can be easily composed.

In contrast for semantic composition, there are currently no complete homogeneous behavioral representations in COTS-based approaches, which are complete enough to make the structural representation executable. Currently, there is support for generating code from constraints expressed in Object Constraint Language (OCL). There is ongoing work to implement platform independent semantic transformations that are also composable, such as Query View and Transformations (QVT) for MOF/EMOF. But even if these rule-based language are composable, the COTS-based approaches usually compose models of several languages by transforming them. The transformed models are no longer homogeneous and causally connected.

When using XML for implementing DSLs, XML only has a good support for syntactic composition but not for composing execution semantics. The XML syntax of various DSL notations can be easily composed due to XML’s generic syntax. When using XML for defining a DSL, its domain-specific primitives are defined as XML element types bound to a particular namespace\(^1\). A DSL program is an XML document that composes such XML elements. Namespaces help preventing syntactic conflicts when composing programs that use several DSLs. This is because, in a program that mixes XML elements from different DSLs, each domain-specific primitive always binds to only one well-defined XML namespace. In contrast, there is little support for composing semantics. Making a DSL executable is not in the focus of XML. Still, XML-based DSLs can be made executable by transforming DSL programs as XML documents with XSL transformations (XSLT) [W3C] into an executable form. When using XSLT to add execution semantics, however, composing XSL transformations is difficult and it can cause semantic conflicts. Component-based XML transformations [ES01, ELKP04] have been proposed that can compose XSL transformations, but composition conflicts have not been addressed in their body of work.

In comparison to embedded DSLs in COTS-based approaches, the host language plays a similar role to establish syntactic homogeneity as given in COTS-based approaches. Specifically, having a syntactic homogeneous representation of DSL expressions as host language expressions (in abstract syntax) is similar to having a syntactic homogeneous representation in form of XML Schemata or models in MOF and EMOF. However, an important advantage of embedded languages over COTS-based approaches is that programs are not required to be transformed to make them executable. Because the embedded programs are already semantically encoded through calls to the embedded library in the host language, their semantics are homogeneous and can be easily combined.

### 4.3 Enabling Open Composition Mechanisms

As a result of the current research in the field of language composition, special composition mechanisms were included into existing meta-languages, such as basic OO-like inheritance [AMH90, KRV08, Par08] and basic aspect-oriented features [HM03, RMWG09] for grammars. However, these basic extensibility and composability mechanisms for grammars have only limited support for what is possible by their ancestors.

Further, there are well known problems with existing OO and AO composition mechanisms. In particular OO inheritance mechanisms have shown to be inadequate to deal with special scenarios of object evolution, such as name collisions [Mez97]. As language evolution is more or less equally complex as object evolution, it is not enough to borrow existing mechanisms for grammars. Likely the problems of OO mechanism apply when adding those mechanisms to meta-languages. However, currently, there is little research to adopt the experience of dealing with OO and AO evolution problems in the context of

---

\(^1\) W3C: Namespaces in XML 1.1 (Second Edition): http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/REC-xml-names11-20060816/
language composition. To design better mechanisms, research should take into account the conclusions of research results made with OO.

As a consequence for making better mechanisms available for language evolution, there are implications for the embedding styles. In case of a homogeneous embedding style, when using the available host language mechanisms to evolve embeddings, language developers should select a host language that does not suffer from evolution problems. For example, when using OO inheritance to evolve an embedding, e.g. an OO host language that supports resolution of name collisions. In case of a heterogeneous embedding style, meta-languages of parser generators, compiler compilers should be empowered with mechanisms that do not have those problems.

The review evaluates the quality of the composition mechanisms for each related approach. It checks whether there is a generic mechanism that is powerful enough to deal with all composition problems, or whether the mechanism can be extended for special compositions. The review validates the concrete support for the identified scenarios: (1) conflict-free: whether it detects conflicts and enforces conflict-free language compositions, cf. Section 3.3.1.1, page 20, (2) renaming: whether conflicting keywords can be renamed, cf. Section 3.3.1.2, page 20, (3) linearization/priorities: whether conflicting keywords can be disambiguated by using a partial order or them, cf. Section 3.3.1.3, page 21, (4) crosscutting composition: whether multiple DSLs can be composed, i.e. at least one DSL does semantically interact with another DSL, cf. Section 3.3.2.1, page 21, and (5) composition conflicts: whether multiple semantically dependent DSLs can be composed, whereby resolving possible conflicts between them, cf. Section 3.3.2.2, page 21.

### 4.3.1 Homogeneous Embedding Approaches

**Composition Mechanisms of Functional Host Languages:** The pure embedding approaches of Hudak [Hud96, Hud98] and Atkey et al. [ALY09], thanks to functional composition, implicitly achieve conflict-free compositions (conflict-free: ◆), but the functional composition mechanism is closed and cannot be adapted e.g. to allow side-effects. To solve syntactic conflicts of homonymous functions, the import can rename conflicting functions (renaming: ◆), but the mechanism is closed, e.g. it is not possible to implicitly rename imported functions. In Haskell, it is not possible to abstract over two conflicting functions with the same signature. Because pattern matching is limited to one compilation unit, there is no meaningful way to compose the functions from two different compilation units (linearization/priorities: N/A). In the current pure embedding approaches, there are no mechanisms for invasive crosscutting compositions of functions, since this would require allowing invasively changing functions. Although there are special techniques [LHJ95] that allow changing functions that could be used, these techniques have been out of scope in current pure embedding approaches. In particular, for these techniques, it is not clear whether they do not violate the pureness of functional decomposition, which makes it unclear whether the techniques conflict with the pureness assumption made by pure embedding approaches [HO07] (crosscutting: N/A). There is no need to resolve composition conflicts, because side effect conflicts are not allowed and if the user wrongly composes functions or monads, the Haskell compiler will report a type error. However, with the approaches of Hudak and Atkey, there is also no mechanism that helps the user when the monad interpreter get stuck (composition-conflict resolution: N/A).

Carette’s technique particularly guarantees that interpreters cannot get stuck. Still, this review does not classify the support for composition mechanisms in case of Carette et al. [CKS07, CKS09] since they do not discuss composition of languages, it is not clear whether composed interpreter will also not get stuck (conflict-free, syntactic interactions, linearization/priorities, crosscutting, composition-conflict resolution: N/A).

**Composition Mechanisms of Dynamic languages:** One exception is the work by Peschanski [Pes01] on jargons that does not discuss composition (conflict-free, syntactic interactions, linearization/priorities, crosscutting, composition-conflict resolution: N/A).
The other embedding approaches in dynamic scripting languages are all similar w.r.t. extensibility of their composition mechanisms. They use available host language extensibility mechanisms for composing embedded languages, but these mechanisms support composition only in an ad-hoc way, which can lead to incorrect compositions. Ruby [TFH09], TwisteR [AO10], and Groovy [KG07] are similar. All three approaches do not guarantee for compositions to be conflict free (conflict-free: N/A). Users can rename class members inside language embedding implementations, e.g. using the Ruby's alias mechanism, or using the special expando meta-object in Groovy that allows applying dynamic adaptation to any class (renaming: G). By default, when there are conflicting members in Ruby and Groovy, the last member defined (or added) is always the effective one. In Ruby, the effective member is always the one defined in the last re-opening of a class, or the last member definition that was dynamically mixed-in, or the last alias. In Groovy, the effective member is the last member that was last mixed-in via a category or dynamic mixin (linearization/priorities: G). Using always the last change that was made to a class is awkward, since normally multiple OO inheritance linearizes in the opposite order. Note that one can use reflection in Ruby and the MOP in Groovy to adapt some of the mechanisms effects, but this has not yet been addressed in the ad-hoc approaches. TwisteR uses reflection to adapt the semantics of aspects and composition conflicts between aspects, but not of other language constructs (crosscutting: N/A). Twister does not address resolving conflicts between aspects (composition-conflict resolution: N/A).

In μ [KM09], there is no guarantee for compositions to be conflict free (conflict-free: N/A). Patterns can be renamed (renaming: G). Patterns have a lexical scope, thus μ always uses the most enclosing pattern definition, which leads to a well-defined ordering but disallows user-defined priorities (linearization/priorities: G). Crosscutting composition for languages have been out of scope (crosscutting: N/A). It is an interesting question whether conflicting patterns can be composed by higher-order patterns, but using higher-order patterns to handle conflicts has been out of scope so far (composition-conflict resolution: N/A).

In Renggli’s Helvetia [RGN10] when composing the syntax of multiple languages, developers can compose the constituent parsers as first-class objects, whereby one can compose the resulting combined parser with other parsers. Internally, the composition uses PEGs, and PEGs use the defined order to prioritize and compose expression types. However, the implicit ordering can be counter-productive, since it does not prevent unintended or incorrect ordering by the user, which remains unnoticed. Syntactic interactions are prevented, because the parser combinator library implicitly resolves ambiguities, whereby, the resolution is defined by the order the developer composes the parsers. Although PEGs are a composable subset of context-sensitive languages, albeit PEGs have no subset relation to CFGs (conflict-free: I). It is not clear whether there is a mechanism for renaming keywords that are used inside parser component (renaming: N/A). There is also support for semantic interactions, as embedded languages can change the semantics of other languages using Helvetia’s rewrite patterns, that even can change Smalltalk semantics, such as the default method call dispatch and field access, which they demonstrate by implementing a DSL for transactional memory. Although semantics extensions of the embedded languages and host language is possible, in Helvetia, there is the assumption that only one language may define a semantic interaction for a particular language construct or AST node. When constructing a combined parser, to resolve conflicts, there is the possibility to reference syntax rules from other grammars, to define new rules from them, and to combine based on certain conditional (linearization/priorities: ●). In Helvetia, languages can be semantically invasively composed with the host language, but multiple sets of rewrite rules are possible, but they must be strictly independent (crosscutting: ●). The problem is that Helvetia cannot compose interacting or conflicting transformation rules of different languages. When there are several transformation rules those patterns match the same condition, Helvetia raises an error (composition-conflict resolution: N/A).

**Composition Mechanisms of Staged Languages**: None of the existing multi-stage language embedding approaches [COST04, SCK04, Tra08] addresses composition of multiple languages and there is no means for extending composition mechanisms (conflict-free, syntactic interactions, linearization/priorities, crosscutting, composition-conflict resolution: N/A).
Composition Mechanisms of OO Languages: In general, embedded approaches using typed object-oriented languages use the closed composition mechanisms of OO type system, but in existing approaches the semantics of types are closed and cannot be changed. If the host language does not provide an adequate mechanism for composing several languages, there is no possibility that a language developer provides a new kind of composition mechanism or extends an existing one.

Fluent interfaces in Evans [Eva03] and Fowler [Fow05] do not address composition of multiple languages, and therefore, composition mechanisms are out of scope (conflict-free, syntactic interactions, linearization/priorities, crosscutting, composition-conflict resolution: N/A).

Dubochet [Dub06] and Odersky et al. [OSV07] do not address composition of embedded DSL in Scala (conflict-free, syntactic interactions, linearization/priorities, crosscutting, composition-conflict resolution: N/A).

In contrast, Hofer et al. [HORM08, HO10] polymorphic embedding discusses composition of independent languages and uses Scala type checker to guarantees type-safety (conflict-free: ■). Scala imports could be used to rename imported member names for possible compositions, but the user has to do it, not the language developer, which is awkward (renaming: ■). Further, semantic interactions are not addressed, because Hofer explicitly excludes dependent compositions for which conflicting keywords must be composed (linearization/priorities: N/A). Compositions of semantically interacting languages, such as crosscutting composition are out of scope (crosscutting: N/A). Scala support only one fix linearization scheme to prevent conflicts. But the Scala host language features do not allow resolving complex conflicts (composition-conflict resolution: N/A).

4.3.2 Heterogeneous Embedding Approaches

Heterogeneous approaches have different qualities in their support to compose languages.

Composition Mechanisms of Embedded Compilers: Kamin’s [Kam98], Elliot et al. [EFDM03], Cuadrado et al. [CM07] do not address composition of multiple embedded languages (conflict-free, syntactic interactions, linearization/priorities, crosscutting, composition-conflict resolution: N/A).

Composition Mechanisms of Source Transformation Languages: MetaBorg has good composition mechanisms to compose concrete syntax with and without conflicts. However, there is no guarantee for conflict-free composition of semantics (conflict-free: ■). When there are conflicts between the syntax rules of two languages, the developer can rename the categories of imported syntax rules or define priorities to resolve conflicts. Further, there is the concept of disambiguation filters [vdBSVV02] that allows an excellent resolution of syntactic conflicts, therefore, there is no need to extend the disambiguation mechanisms (renaming, linearization/priorities: ■). For semantic composition, MetaBorg uses dynamic rules and traversal strategies for a controlled semantic composition, but there are limitations that come from its general architecture. Although MetaBorg can be combined with an external infrastructure to weave aspects, as Tanter tries by using MetaBorg to generate AO code for one individual general-purpose AO language [Tan06a]. With MetaBorg, it is not feasible to generate code that crosscuts multiple DSLs, because MetaBorg’s architecture only supports integration with one target language, compiler, or runtime environment. Therefore, MetaBorg’s current architecture is not adequate for crosscutting composing multiple DSLs (crosscutting: ■). The developer can control composition conflicts of multiple rewrite rules by defining a dynamic condition for the application of the rules, but there are no mechanism to detect composition conflicts (composition-conflict resolution: ■). In the end, in MetaBorg, all composition mechanisms are closed and not extensible.

TXL has good but limited composition mechanisms. When composing several embedded languages, TXL checks for syntax conflicts. Further, when composing the semantics of rewrite rules of different languages, TXL uses fixed-point compositional semantics. However, only the TXL functions are conflict-free not the rewrite rules (conflict-free: ■). In TXL, one can rename keywords by overriding syntax rules (renaming: ■). When there are conflicts, these can be resolved by overriding and reordering the syntax rules, to prevent the usual fix ordering of syntax rules. However, reordering by overriding is not
convenient for the developer (linearization/priorities: ). So far, crosscutting composition has been a non-issue in TXL (crosscutting: N/A), and even if, its architecture has the same limitation as the MetaBorg architecture. What is in particular interesting is that TXL supports building hierarchies of rewrite rules, sub-rules, and functions, and that it allows implicitly and explicitly scoping rules to control their applications, which are important mechanisms to control conflicts (composition-conflict resolution: ). In the end, in TXL, all composition mechanisms are closed and not extensible.

4.3.3 Roadmap: Open Composition Mechanisms in Non-Embedded Approaches

Non-embedded approaches have good composition mechanisms for independent languages. Often developers can use the available composition mechanisms without extensions. Nonetheless, existing composition mechanisms have shortcomings when using them for composing semantically dependent languages. While embedded languages can learn from existing dependent composition mechanisms, it is particularly interesting to study the limitations that non-embedded approaches for composing dependent language and languages that have crosscutting semantics.

Open Composition Mechanisms for DSLs: The COTS-based approaches to DSL implementation have been very active to find a solution for composing several dependent DSLs.

Model-driven engineering is a very active field of research, which focuses on visual languages. Visual languages are very different from textual executable languages that are in the focus of this report, still there are some interesting relations.

Model weaving [CH06] (also model merging) discusses compositions of several domain-specific models, but they focus on composing at the model-level, whereby the problem of composing the semantics is only moved into the generator for the woven model. However, composable generators are still an open problem that has been addressed only partially by QVT and other rule-based approaches. There are other approaches that are not base on rules, but allow complex dependent compositions, but they have practicable limitations, as elaborated below.

The domain virtual machine approach of Mélusine [EVI05a] discusses how to implement compositions of several dependent DSLs from scratch, but the composition has been defined for every new combination of domains. Reusable and generic compositions are not supported.

There are also aspect-oriented model weavers, such as XWeave [GV07, GV08]. But they do not support crosscutting composition of several DSLs. The problem is that they support only weaving of instances of the same meta-model. But, for crosscutting elements from the different domains, weaving is not supported.

Compiler/Interpreter Approaches: There are compiler and interpreter approaches that have generic or extensible composition mechanisms.

Heidenreich et al. [HJZ07, HHJZ09, HHJ+08] propose a generic weaver approach to compose programs of an individual language at the textual level, which they call invasive software composition [Aßm03]. They weave crosscutting concerns into the text representations of programs, but they do not crosscutting compose languages. Still, the approach is interesting because it supports weaving crosscutting concern into an arbitrary language. To define where to compose programs, language developers define hooks into the syntax of an individual language. At these hooks, programs can insert code fragments. What is special is that the weaver they use is a generic weaver for textual syntax. There are composition programs, that insert the defined code fragments at those hooks. Unfortunately, with invasive textual composition, it is only possible to weave aspects into programs of one particular DSL. While this supports invasive composition of programs, it does not address invasive composition of languages. When composing a program, after the pre-processor has produced woven code for it, its woven code is further processed by a traditional DSL compiler.

Wende et al. [WTZ10] propose to use role modeling at the meta-model level to invasively compose dependent languages using role-based interfaces. To define where languages can interact with each other, the language developers of a constituent language define a role for this language. A role is an explicit...
**Language component interface** that declares what each language provides and expects, which is defined in a component specification language. Further, there is a composition language in which a language developer can define a composition by describing how to compose the language components. For a language composition, the constituent languages need to have matching roles, which allows a composition tool to compose the modular component, w.r.t. the composition specification in the composition language. With such role-based language compositions, possible paths of evolution are anticipated at design time to allow a safe composition later on. Wende et al. applied their approach to re-implement OCL in a modular way, which allows them to define extensions to it. While developers can relatively easily define extensions and compositions, they identified that the technique does not support more complex compositions of language extensions for OCL, which requires a more detailed specification than they could specify in their interfaces.

**COTS-based Approaches:** When using meta-models to define DSLs, their modeling notations (such as XML, UML or EMF) allow a relatively easy composition of syntax of domain-specific models through model weaving [EVI05b]. But semantic composition of several DSLs is more complicated. While COTS-based approaches provide extension points for syntax extensions (e.g. UML profiles) and tools for syntactic composition, there is a lack for semantic composition and tools for it.

To compose two models, first their meta-models must be composed. While it is rather easy to compose structural DSLs this way, it is rather hard to compose several executable DSLs, which are the focus in this report. Nonetheless, when designing a new architecture for language composition, one can learn from the problems that have been identified in the architectures of COTS-based approaches. In general, despite the fact that in model-driven approaches models and meta-models are syntactically homogeneous, it is hard to compose their semantics. A problem is that models often encode only details of the syntactic representation of their domains, but too little semantic information to allow semantic composition.

There are COTS-based composition approaches for models that have been proposed. Often, to compose several models, a meta-model is required that is shared between the models [GV07, EVI05b]. However in general each DSL has a different meta-model. There are only a few model-driven approaches that allow compositions of meta-models [Dav03, EVI05b]. Further, when composing models by weaving them, the composition logic must be often hand-written and there is little support for automatic composition [EVI05b]. Meta-model composition is discussed in [LNK01, EI05, ES06]. [DSLB03] propose to use a joint action model and [SB05] proposes to define formalized interaction points between models to integrate them more easily. For a semantic composition of domain-specific models and their meta-models, the several generators would have to be combined. There is no general solution to this, except for special domains.

What is missing is a homogeneous approach that allows semantic compositions that are both homogeneous and causally connected—between its input and in its output. Unfortunately, COTS-based approaches often compose by transformation of one model into another model, but the input and output models are no more causally connected. But, in particular, homogeneous embedding approaches do not want to lose their advantage of being causally connected.

### 4.4 Support for Concrete Syntax

One of the biggest limitations in most embedding approaches is the missing support of concrete syntax in DSL programs [MHS05, KLP+08]. While concrete syntax is often a problem with homogeneous embedding approaches, only a few heterogeneous embedding approaches lack support for concrete syntax.

In the following, this review discusses whether there is support for (1) concrete-to-abstract syntax, cf. Section 3.4.1, (2) prefix, infix, suffix and mixfix operations—“fix operations” for short—cf. Section 3.4.2, (3) overriding host keywords, cf. Section 3.4.3, (4) partial syntax for abstracting over concrete expression types in a language, cf. Section 3.4.4.
Concrete Syntax in Functional Host Languages: All embedding approaches that use pure functional host languages [Hud98, CKS09, ALY09] have abstract syntax, none of them supports arbitrary concrete syntax (concrete-to-abstract syntax, overriding host keywords, partial syntax: N/A). Although functional languages, such as Haskell, allow defining prefix and infix operators, suffix and mixfix are generally not supported (*-fix operations:

Concrete Syntax in Dynamic languages: Peschanski’s jargons [Pes01] does not support the scenarios (concrete-to-abstract syntax, overriding host keywords, partial syntax: N/A), except prefix operations are allowed (*-fix operations:

Ruby only supports only embedding with abstract syntax. Although Ruby is implemented as an AST-based interpreter, it is not possible for the developer to access the AST directly or to add new expression types to it (concrete-to-abstract syntax, overriding host keywords, partial syntax: N/A).

TwisteR [AO10] does not have support for arbitrary concrete syntax, but interesting is that it addresses the problem of Ruby that embeddings cannot access the programs AST (in abstract syntax). TwisteR can convert concrete DSL programs in host language syntax to abstract syntax. For the conversion, TwisteR uses a fix pre-processor to convert Ruby syntax to abstract syntax in S-expressions. TwisteR needs this conversion to reflect on expressions at the basic-block level (such as if and loops expressions) in order to perform dynamic analysis. However, converting concrete DSL syntax to abstract syntax is out of scope (concrete-to-abstract syntax: N/A). The other cases of concrete syntax are not addressed (mixfix, overriding host keywords, partial syntax: N/A).

In Groovy, embeddings do not support concrete syntax (concrete-to-abstract syntax: N/A). Groovy supports overriding only a predefined set of operators, but defining new infix, suffix and mixfix operators in concrete syntax is not supported (*-fix operations: N/A). Still, Groovy supports compile-time meta-programming [Gro] intercepts compilation after parsing a Groovy file to rewrite its AST, before finally compiling it. The language developer can provide a custom AST visitor. At compilation time, such a visitor traverses the program AST and can rewrite its AST nodes, which allows overriding host languages keywords by other host languages expressions (overriding host keywords: ●). There is no support for partial syntax (partial syntax: N/A).

In π [KM09], patterns can recognize arbitrary concrete syntax of a context-free grammars. π supports abstract syntax, but it is not needed, since π can process concrete syntax directly (concrete-to-abstract syntax: ●). Therefore also special the cases are supported (mixfix, overriding host keywords: ●). Unfortunately π does not support defining partial syntax, when the π interpreter interprets a program it executes the program one line after the other, whereby every line can define new patterns with concrete syntax. What is in particular interesting is that π internally uses an Earley parser for CFGs that can be extended on demand. When defining a new pattern, this updates the grammars rules in the current parser, which will be taken into account when parsing the subsequent lines. This support incrementally extending the syntax of the π language in a program during its execution. But, π does not support defining partial syntax, every expression in a program must have a well-defined expression type of some defined pattern. π does not support abstracting over concrete expression types, and therefore does not support special parsing methods, such as robust parsing [Cor06] and island grammars [Moo01] or union grammars [Cor06] (partial syntax: I).

In Renggli’s Helvetia [RGN10] parser combinators can parse any concrete DSL syntax of a parsing expression grammar (PEG). Helvetia intercepts the Smalltalk parser to convert a DSL program in concrete syntax, it parses its code, then it convert its AST representation in concrete syntax to abstract Smalltalk syntax, and finally, it let the default Smalltalk compiler continue to make the converted code executable (concrete-to-abstract syntax: ●). Therefore, all kind of operations and host language keyword can also be overridden (mixfix, overriding host keywords: ●). Defining new syntax with parser combinators is incremental, but it is an open question whether PEGs can be used for abstracting over expression types, e.g. for island grammars (partial syntax: I).
Concrete Syntax in Staged Languages: In the multi-stage language embedding approaches of Sheard et al. [SBP99], Czarnecki et al. [COST04], and Seefried et al. [SCK04] there is no support for arbitrary concrete syntax (concrete-to-abstract syntax, partial syntax: N/A). What is special is that because a stage can reify the AST at runtime—but only the AST of the host language. Further, the stage can manipulate the AST, by rewriting AST nodes to alternative AST nodes. Finally, the stage can reflect the manipulate AST the next stage. Such manipulation also allows overriding host languages keywords, but only with existing host expressions (overriding host keywords: ●). Although prefix and infix operators can be overridden, suffix and mixfix are generally not supported (*-fix operations: Ⅰ).

Tratt [Tra08] is the only compile-time meta-programming approach that supports languages that supports concrete syntax. To support concrete syntax, a language developer uses a BNF-like DSL to define concrete syntax. Then, the developer generates an Earley parser out of this syntax definition—with a full support of CFGs. In Converge, DSL code can be embedded as a string into quoted code blocks. For such a code block, Converge uses the generated parser to create its AST, which is rewritten with the rewrite rules that the developer has defined for the DSL semantics. Unfortunately, creating the abstract syntax from the concrete syntax is not a fully automatic process (concrete-to-abstract syntax: G).

Concrete Syntax in OO Languages: Evans [Eva03] and Fowler [Fow05] must comply with Java syntax and therefore do not adequately support the concrete syntax scenarios (concrete-to-abstract syntax, overriding host keywords, partial syntax: N/A), except in Java, one can define prefix operations as a method that uses Unicode in its method name (*-fix operations: Ⅰ).

Dubochet [Dub06], Odersky et al. [OSV07], Hofer et al. [HORM08, HO10] do not support arbitrary concrete syntax (concrete-to-abstract syntax: N/A). Scala supports defining infix operations with Unicode syntax. To define mixfix operations, the developer can chain method calls on case classes, that would be normally qualified using the dot character (* -еник operations: I), but it is possible to omit the dot for the calls, if it is unambiguous. However, custom suffix operations are not supported (*-fix operations: Ⅰ). The embedding approaches in Scala do not support overriding Scala’s keywords (overriding host keywords: N/A). It is not possible to define partial concrete syntax, as the Scala parser cannot abstract over expressions (partial syntax: N/A).

4.4.2 Heterogeneous Embedding Approaches

Heterogeneous approaches have good support for concrete syntax, but there are different qualities.

Concrete Syntax in Embedded Compilers:

Kamin’s [Kam98] and Elliot et al. [EFDM03] uses ML/Haskell functional abstract syntax, but they do not address concrete syntax (concrete-to-abstract syntax, overriding host keywords, partial syntax: N/A). One exception is that infix operations are supported (*-fix operations: Ⅰ).

Cuadrado et al. [CM07] also does not address concrete syntax, but since it uses Ruby, it has the same qualities as the ad-hoc embedding approach in Ruby (concrete-to-abstract syntax, overriding host keywords, partial syntax: N/A), as only infix operations are supported (*-fix operations: Ⅰ).

Concrete Syntax in Source Transformation Languages: MetaBorg has support arbitrary context-free grammars with a SGLR parser. Ambiguities can be resolved using disambiguation filters (concrete-to-abstract syntax: ●). Because CFGs are supported, arbitrary prefix, infix, suffix and mixfix operations are supported (*-fix operations: ●). In MetaBorg, a DSL program cannot change the Stratego keywords (overriding host keywords: N/A). Although the Stratego language would support abstracting over the expression types, currently, MetaBorg does not address partial syntax for embedded DSLs, to embed a language, always the developer has to define the complete syntax of the embedded language (partial syntax: N/A).
TXL has a good but limited support for concrete syntax, it only support LL(*) but not full CFGs (concrete-to-abstract syntax: N/A). Except that limitation, TXL has the same qualities as MetaBorg (*-fix operations: N/A). In TXL, a DSL program cannot override the TXL keywords (overriding host keywords: N/A). Although the TXL language would have support abstracting over concrete expression types, currently, this has no been discussed in the context of embedded DSLs and composing them (partial syntax: N/A).

4.4.3 Roadmap: Concrete Syntax in Non-Embedded Approaches

There are many different compiler and interpreter approaches that in general have excellent support for concrete syntax from which in particular homogeneous embedding can learn from. They mostly have comparable qualities for a concrete notation for an individual language. But, in many parser generator frameworks or compiler compilers, there are certain restrictions for language composition. A problem is that most tools support only a subclass of CFGs. Support for the full class of CFGs is crucial for composability and not for concrete syntax, because most subset of CFGs are not closed under composition [BV04].

With respect to overriding the special operations, such as mixfix, there are some challenges for traditional language approaches [Mos80, DN09]. This is because, mixfix requires full support of CFGs, using mixfix operation expression often lead to ambiguous parses that need to be disambiguated.

With respect to overriding the host keywords, there is generally no problem with compilers and interpreters, since most approaches have a front-end/back-end architecture, in which the input and the target languages are heterogeneous, and all keywords in programs are rewritten to the target language anyway.

With respect to partial syntax, there are only a few approaches that support abstracting over expression types that are not fully specified. There are special parser generators that support island grammars [Moo01] for partial parsing, an overview is given in [Lat03].

4.5 Support for Pluggable Scoping

In most of the embedded DSL approaches, support for pluggable scoping is not addressed. Regardless of the fact that whether embedded DSLs are homogeneous or heterogeneous, it is common that an embedding reuses the binding and scoping mechanism of its host language. This review explain the challenges with implementing and discusses are exceptions where scoping mechanism are defined on top of the host language.

To review the support for pluggable scoping, this section discusses whether (1) the embedding approach addresses to implement dynamic scoping for an embedded language, in particular implementing dynamic scoping in a lexically scoped host languages cf. Section 3.5.1, page 24, (2) whether it addresses to implement implicit references, such as thisTurtle cf. Section 3.5.2, page 24, and (3) whether it addresses to scope the activation of language constructs, such as dynamic aspects cf. Section 3.5.3, page 24.

4.5.1 Homogeneous Embedding Approaches

Pluggable Scoping in Functional Host Languages: All pure embedding approaches [Hud98, CKS09, ALY09] use the scoping mechanism from their functional host languages. All approaches use Haskell, which is statically/lexically scoped. Unfortunately, the developer cannot change the scoping of the Haskell, which is needed to allow a different scoping for the embedding (dynamic-scoping: N/A).

In Haskell, it is not possible to define implicit references as functions, because functions by definition cannot dependent on the dynamic context. A function cannot be used to implement an implicit references, because when resolving an implicit references in a different context, the return value would have to change, which is not allowed for a parameterless function (implicit references: N/A).

Current pure embedding approaches do not address the activation of embedded language constructs (activation: N/A).
Pluggable Scoping in Dynamic languages: Peschanski’s jargons [Pes01] use Scheme that provides lexical scoping only (dynamic-scoping: N/A). Implicit references are not discussed and activation of language constructs (implicit references, activation: N/A).

Currently, in Ruby and Groovy, the ad-hoc embedding approaches do not exploit the flexibility of their host languages for scoping strategies (dynamic-scoping: N/A) and implicit references (implicit references: N/A). Activation of embedded language constructs is out of scope (activation: N/A).

TwisteR [AO10] only uses Ruby lexical scoping and does not support dynamic scoping (dynamic-scoping, implicit references: N/A). By combining Tanter’s scoping strategies [Tan08] with the concept of the meta-aspect protocol [DMB09]. By this combination, they can realize scoping strategies for aspects (activation: ●).

In π [KM09] used to have support for dynamic scoping, but now uses lexical scoping. Currently, π has a closed scoping strategy does not support embedding different generic scoping strategies. However, Knoell et al. uses π for their Pegasus framework [KM06] in which they provide special scoping mechanisms for linguistics (dynamic-scoping: ●). Therefore also special the cases are supported (implicit references: ●). In π, the program can always activate a new language construct that becomes active in its dynamic context, until it is undefined, which is a simple but effective activation mechanism, but dynamic activation is a limited solution in that it does not allow safe scoping of the construct (activation: ●).

In Renggli’s Helvetia [RGN10] does not address scoping strategies for embedded DSLs (dynamic-scoping: N/A). Their language boxes have support to lexically scope expression types, so that the rewrite patterns of a language component do affect only a certain scope, but rewriting expression does not support dynamic scoping strategies. Still, Smalltalk’s meta-objects could be used to enable dynamic scoping [HCH08]. Implicit references are currently not addressed in Helvetia (implicit references: N/A). In Helvetia, because Smalltalk on-line programming techniques allow to define a new parser at runtime, this could be understood as a limited form of activation of language constructs, but Helvetia does not support dynamically activating and deactivating language constructs during a program run, because each embedded program is compiled only once (activation: N/A).

Pluggable Scoping in Staged Languages: None of the current multi-stage language embedding approaches [SBP99, COST04, SCK04, Tra08] addresses dynamic scoping, implicit references and dynamic activation (dynamic-scoping, implicit references, activation: N/A).

Pluggable Scoping in OO Languages: Since fluent interfaces in Evans [Eva03] and Fowler [Fow05] use Java with lexical scoping, none of the scoping feature is addressed (dynamic-scoping, implicit references, activation: N/A).

Dubochet [Dub06], Odersky et al. [OSV07], Hofer et al. [HORM08, HO10] use Scala that support only lexical scoping (dynamic-scoping: N/A). Using implicit references in embedded DSL is out of their scope (implicit references: N/A), but in Scala the end user could use Scala’s import mechanism to implicitly statically bind to a member name of a certain type that is provided as a type parameters, which would enables replacing the reference dependent on its static context. In Scala, embedded language constructs cannot be dynamically activated or deactivated (activation: N/A).

4.5.2 Heterogeneous Embedding Approaches

Heterogeneous approaches have scoping mechanism in their meta-languages and their object languages, or respective target languages.

Pluggable Scoping in Embedded Compilers: Kamin’s [Kam98], Elliot et al. [EFDM03], and Cuadrado et al. [CM07] use only the fixed scoping mechanism of their meta-languages. In those approaches, the generated code only uses the scoping mechanisms of its target language. No special scoping mechanism are provided or addressed (dynamic-scoping, implicit references, activation: N/A).

Pluggable Scoping in Source Transformation Languages: MetaBorg and TXL have similar qualities with respect to scoping. Stratego supports generic traversals, generic transformations can be used to pre-
cisel control the scoping of rewriting rules, the control- and the data-flow a program transformation rules, which enables developers to write context sensitive transformations. TXL uses its special implicit and explicit scoping mechanism to control the application of its functions and its transformation rules. However, because MetaBorg’s and TXLs architecture is not homogeneous and not causally connected, the scoping mechanism of their meta-languages are not available inside embedded programs, which are compiled and executed in a target language. Both the scoping of the meta-language and the target languages are closed and developers cannot extend them. Still, in MetaBorg and TXL there is a workaround, since it would be possible for a language developer to switch the scoping mechanism of the embedded language by either generating to a dynamically or lexically scoped languages, but selecting a scoping strategy by the user is not addressed (dynamic-scoping: ). For an implicit reference, the language developer can implement a rewrite rule that rewrite the references name to a target language code that resolves the reference, depending on its context. MetaBorg uses this technique in its SWUL implementation to avoid that end users have repetitive write down a Java reference that is clear from the context (implicit references: ). In TXL, scoping of functions can achieve the same (implicit references: ). In MetaBorg and TXL, the dynamic activation of language constructs is not addressed. Theoretically, it would be possible to rewrite terms to target language code that contains indirections that allow to activate or to deactivate a certain language construct, but implementing rewrite strategy would be extraordinary complex. Unfortunately, after transformation, the indirection cannot be adapted anymore in the user domain (activation: ).

4.5.3 Roadmap: Scoping in Non-Embedded Approaches

The literature on providing new scoping mechanisms is mostly for interpreters and compiler.

**Interpreter Approaches:** Interpreters have the advantage that they have full access to runtime information, which allows them to relatively easy control scoping.

There are approaches that discuss scoping of paradigm-specific language constructs. To control aspects, in particular, Tanter [Tan09] has studied scoping strategies of language constructs in Scheme, such as variable bindings, aspects [Tan08], layers.

Most works address implementing various scoping schemes for interpreters, an overview is given in [AS96]. Experimental forms of scoping schemes have been implemented for interpreters, such as in quasi-static abstractions [IJF92, LF93].

There are many works for controlling paradigm-specific constructs in non-embedded-approaches, such as for aspects in GPLs, but there is little work on scoping in DSLs.

In particular interesting is the scoping and activation of aspects in DSLs, as dynamically scoped aspects are supported in the BPEL workflow language [CM04, Cha08].

**Compiler Approaches:** In general, when implementing a compiler/interpreter for a language, the language developer can determine the scoping mechanism of the implemented language. There are different techniques to implement scoping, such as symbol and look up tables, or reference attributes in attribute grammars [Knu90]. Further, for developers, it is at their hands to implement a name analysis using the corresponding compiler/interpreter approach. In most compiler frameworks, developers can implement a name analysis in form of a visitor that traverses AST nodes and that resolves e.g. the reference attribute during the compilation process.

But, it is more flexible if the compiler separates name analysis from other compiler phases, such as it is supported by the special compiler construction systems Eli [KW91]. Eli has systematic support for pluggable scoping, since it allows defining scoping rules, such as static scoping rules, and rules that take into account the syntactic and the semantic context.

4.6 Support for Pluggable Analyses

When language developers want to implement DSLs with requirements for syntactic or semantic analyses, because of the missing support for analysis in many embedding approaches, existing DSL surveys
and comparisons do not recommendation developers to use embedding approaches [MHS05, KLP+08]. While indeed it is very difficult to support analyses in homogeneous embedding approaches, many heterogeneous embedding approaches have some support for syntactic and semantic analysis.

To review the support for pluggable analyses, this section discusses whether (1) the embedding approach addresses the implementation of syntactic analyses, such as analyzing DSL program code for code conventions (cf. Section 3.6.1) and (2) semantic analyses, such as performing an abstract interpretation to validate a domain-specific constraint (cf. Section 3.6.2).

### 4.6.1 Homogeneous Embedding Approaches

#### Pluggable Analyses in Functional Host Languages:

Hudak's approach [Hud98] does not address implementing custom syntactic or semantic analyses, the approach completely relies on the host language to analyze embedded programs (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses: N/A).

Carette et al. [CKS09] laid the basis for analyses of programs in pure embedding approaches. To implement an analysis, the language developer defines a function, which is an explicit fold over the HOAS in an alternative interpreter of the language. By abstracting over program semantics, the alternative interpreter is plugged onto the program to evaluate the fold. Folding over the HOAS is comparable to traversing an AST representation of the program, but developer need to implement a total function over all AST types, i.e. the complete AST must be known, which disallows composition of analyses for ASTs of different languages. Unfortunately, Carette et al. did not implement sophisticated analyses, and later, it was identified that implementing analysis via folds is complicated [ALY09] (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses: I).

In particular, Atkey et al. [ALY09] address the problem that other pure embedding approaches lack adequate support for analysis. They identified that when embedded DSL programs are encoded with HOAS, it is hard to implement analysis as explicit folds over the HOAS. They found that analysis can be easier expressed when the program is represented with de Bruijn indices. However, the HOAS encoding should not be totally abandoned, since still it is needed for an efficient interpretation of programs. They address this problem by supporting both encoding of programs—HOAS and de Bruijn—whereby they can map one encoding with an isomorphism into the other. Because their technique allows converting the program encoding, language developer can always choose the best encoding, which is the best for their needs. By unembedding HOAS to de Bruijn (first-order abstract syntax), they enable intensional analysis. Unfortunately, they do not demonstrate to what extend it is possible to write complex analyses, and similar to Carette analysis are implemented as a total function that must know the complete AST, which disallows composition of analyses for ASTs of different languages (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses: G).

#### Pluggable Analyses in Dynamic languages:

Peschanski's jargons [Pes01], the ad-hoc embedding approaches in Groovy and Ruby, π [KM09], these approaches completely relies on the host language to analyze embedded programs custom syntactic or semantic analyses are out of scope (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses: N/A).

TwisteR [AO10] in particular addresses the missing support for dynamic analysis in Ruby. They use extend the concept of the meta-aspect protocol with so-called meta-join points to allow language developer to intercept the evaluation of expression types at the basic-block level in Ruby methods, which can be either Ruby expression types or expression types of the embedded language. To implement an analysis, the language developer implements aspect that intercept those join points an extract information at them. There is no different whether the aspect extracts syntactic or semantic information, or both. As TwisteR support dynamic aspects, the developer can dynamically activate and deactivate analyzes. To analyze a program, it is first pre-processed to instrument it, so that it exposes the meta-join points, and then at runtime the aspects dynamically compose the analysis logic into the running program. Unfortunately, with their technique, a program cannot be analyzed independently without executing the program. Consequently, TwisteR cannot analyze a program offline, before executing it, which disallows...
checking programs before their execution. Because, TwisteR analyzes programs at runtime, there is always a runtime overhead due to executing the analysis logic (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:

In Renggli [RGN10], Helvetia comes with a principle support for analyses, since Helvetia can intercept between parsing and compilation to Smalltalk. To analyze a program, theoretically, the developer could hook in before compilation and analyze the AST using transformation rules. This way, analyses can plug in custom semantic analyses before, instead of, and after the default semantic analysis of the host compiler. Composability of rules is limited, since there is no mechanism to control conflicts between transformation rules of multiple analyses. In the end, implementing analyses as transformation is awkward. It is not clear whether Helvetia supports global analyses that would need to combine analysis results from all transformation rules. Since they do not demonstrate concrete syntactic and semantic analysis, it is not clear whether Helvetia’s support for analysis is adequate (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:

**Pluggable Analyses in Staged Languages:** Multi-stage language embedding approaches [SBP99, SCK04, Tra08] (and MetaOCaml in [COST04]) discuss analysis, such as domain-semantic semantic analyses for execution and optimization, but in a very different sense than custom domain-specific analysis (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:

In particular interesting is *intensional analysis* as Czarnecki et al. discuss for TemplateHaskell in [COST04]. Intensional analysis allows introspecting the code of embedded programs, but again the use of intensional analysis is very different from domain-specific analyses of syntax and semantics. Czarnecki uses pattern matching on algebraic data types used to represent expressions of DSL programs for analysis. Pattern matching on algebraic data types allows implementing syntactic and semantic analysis. For example, they have implement a semantic analysis as part of an optimization that identifies computational expensive expressions using pattern matching and then rewrite such expressions to corresponding optimized expressions. However, semantic analyses in abstract domains have been out of scope. Since an analysis needs to rewrite expressions to a distinct domain, which may be structurally equivalent to the analyzed AST, but one cannot manipulate the same AST instance. there is no general pluggability and composability (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:

**Pluggable Analyses in OO Languages**: Evans [Eva03] and Fowler [Fow05] does not address implementing custom syntactic or semantic analyses with fluent interfaces (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:

Garcia [Gar08] supports generating fluent interfaces which contains checks generated from OCL-like constraints, but this disallows an embedded program from being analyzed independently from its execution (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:

For Dubochet [Dub06], Odersky et al. [OSV07], custom syntactic or semantic analyses are out of scope (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:

In contrast, Hofer et al. [HORM08, HO10] use Carette’s technique to abstract over syntax they can analyze programs. To make a program analyzable, the language developer has to implement an AST for it. The AST representation of a program can be obtained, by plugging an alternative evaluator to a program that creates the AST form the expressions. They adapt also use different encodings, similar to [ALY09], but add Church and Scott the set of supported encodings to it. These encodings have different properties w.r.t. extensibility and composability of analyses that are implemented from them. However, they have identified that none of these encodings allows both composition and extension at the same time. Unfortunately, in contrast to [ALY09], they do not support isomorphic converting between the encoding forth and back. Dynamic analysis like TwisteR supports is out of scope (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:

4.6 Support for Pluggable Analyses
4.6.2 Heterogeneous Embedding Approaches

Since heterogeneous approaches often require the language developer to implement an AST representation of the program, most of them support syntactic and also semantic analysis, but there are different qualities.

Pluggable Analyses in Embedded Compilers: Kamin’s [Kam98] does not address implementing custom syntactic or semantic analyses of DSL programs (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses: N/A).

Elliot et al. [EFDM03] support semantics analysis with a different focus, namely only for optimizations. Unfortunately, a program cannot be analyzed independent from its execution (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:).

Cuadrado et al. [CM07] support generating programs with constraints, but this disallows an embedded program from being analyzed independently from its execution (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses:).

Pluggable Analyses in Source Transformation Languages: MetaBorg [BV04] has exceptional good support for syntactic analysis, but there are little limitations with respect to semantic analysis. MetaBorg can generate analyzers for programs of in arbitrary syntax of a CFG (syntactic analyses: ). After parsing, there is an extensible AST representation, with AST nodes that can be annotated with arbitrary information, which realizes an attribute grammars, where analyzes can store intermediary values and result values of modular analyzes. Program generation can be organized into modular phases, whereby incrementally adding information into the AST representation of a program. Technically, there is no different whether analysis process syntactic or semantic information. However, unfortunately, MetaBorg does not adequately support semantic analyses, since it are not integrated into the semantic analyses phase of the target compiler, not all semantic information of the target program is not available. To still enable semantic analyses for heterogeneous embedding approaches, there have been experiments with MetaBorg to integrate it with an extended type analysis in a host language [dG05]. (semantic analyses: ).

TXL [BV04] has good support for syntactic and semantic analysis, but there only little limitations. TXL can analyze LL(*) but not all CFGs. After parsing, there is an extensible AST representation. On the AST, rich syntactic and semantic analyses can be implemented as functions. Each function pattern that matches AST nodes, it can retrieve any information for them. If a function’s pattern does not match it returns the unchanged scope. In other words, each function is total on any AST. Analysis can store information in the AST and replace nodes. Because of the functional properties of analyses, multiple of them can be easily composed with fix-point semantics. Still, in TXL, there is also no integration with the target compiler, thus not all semantic information of the target program is available (syntactic analyses, semantic analyses: ).

4.6.3 Roadmap: Analyses in Non-Embedded Approaches

Often in non-embedded approaches, custom analyses are implemented with OO extensions mechanisms, but there are practical issues. Custom analyses often use the standard visitor pattern [GHJV95] or some extension of it. The standard visitor pattern has well-known design issues that cannot be solved in with single inheritance. When composing several languages it is hard to add new AST nodes into a hierarchy with existing visitors, because of the bad extensibility of the standard visitor pattern. Therefore, often some extended from of visitor pattern is used.

Interpreter Approaches: The most important advantage of the interpreter approach is that it is simple and flexible to implement such analyses. Interpreters support both static and dynamic program analysis [TCL+00]. Interpreters have the advantage compared to other approaches that they have access to run-time information of the interpreted program and to access the language internals (such as the call stack, control flow information). Therefore, interpreters can enable analyses that are undecidable before runtime [Ayc03] (e.g., in contrast to static analyses). A disadvantage is that when interpreters are manually implemented [AS96], semantic analyses must be also hand-written, and often they are not
implemented modularly. Moreover, in the interpreter approach, often there is no special facility for incremental extensible and pluggable semantic analyses. Still, in comparison to homogeneous embedding, most interpreters are not meta-circular and not causally connected, which is needed to exchange objects between the interpreter and the running program, which can simply implementing analyses.

**Compiler Approaches:** In general, compilers have good support for syntactic and semantic analyses. Analyses in compilers have a long tradition, in particular implementing analyses for particular compiler phases and for abstract interpretations [CC77, Cou96]. An extensive overview of compiler techniques for implementing analyses is given by [FS03].

Technically, often compiler approaches partially generate analyses as AST walkers from a formal specification, such as ANTLR. Often the generated classes implement a visitor pattern. Alternatively, sometimes the language developer has to extend a special framework class to implement a new AST visitor, such as in SableCC. Both syntactic (i.e. lexical) and semantic analyses are supported. Analyses can be context-dependent, such as in ANTLR that support semantic predicates to make an analysis context-dependent.

Compiler approaches for DSLs (e.g., most parser generators) allow multiple syntactic analyses on the ASTs of a program before the rewritten program is finally converted to an executable form (e.g., by a host compiler), such as in ANTLR. Thereby, an analysis can rely on the results of the previous analysis, and incrementally stores its own results in AST nodes. A problem of multiple analyses to the same AST nodes is the presence of side effects. The theoretical background of composing modular analyses is discussed in depth in [CC02].

There are several works that propose to extend compilers by new mechanisms. For example, in [LJ05], propose an extension to the Haskell compiler and that allows implementing analysis as libraries for the extended compiler. Implementing analysis requires the developer to use the extended features, but implementing analysis as a libraries is in the same vein as embedding analysis.

In sum, pluggable analyses are more or less well supported by compilers. In contrast to interpreters, generally it is harder to plug in analyses with compilers. But also with interpreters, it is not possible to plug in analyses in the user domain, because both approaches are not homogeneous with the target languages and their architecture are not causally connected with the runtime in the user domain.

**COTS-based approaches:** COTS-based approaches have principle support for analyses. While they have good support only syntactical analyses, semantic analyses are hard to implement.

When using XML for DSLs, in principle, semantic analyses of XML document can be implemented using XSLT, but there are important practicable limitations that lead to non-maintainable implementations because of the poor readability of XML and XSLT [CH06].

COTS-based approaches (such as XML, UML, EMF) provide support for syntax analyses though standard and custom components for validation, syntax analyses and transformations in XML and UML/EMF.

When using XML for DSLs, XML document can be syntactically analyzed using XQuery [BCF07] and XPath [W3C07]. Semantic analysis requires special tools, or XSL transformations, but it is rather awkward to implement a semantic analysis via transformations.

For UML and EMF, there are syntactic analyses to validate the syntactic correctness of models. Further, for semantic analysis, there is the possibility to define constraints on models, e.g. using the Object Constraint Language (OCL), for which there are special tools and simulators that validate the constraints.

## 4.7 Support for Pluggable Transformations

Current DSL surveys and comparisons do attribute embedding approaches with similar limitations for transformation as for analysis, and therefore do not recommend the use embeddings when transformation is required [MHS05, KLP+08]. While indeed it is very difficult to support transformation in homogeneous embedding approaches, transformation is natural to heterogeneous embedding approaches.
To review the support for pluggable transformations, this section discusses whether (1) the embedding approach addresses the implementation of syntactic/semantic transformations, such as optimizing a DSL program (cf. Section 3.6.1) and (2) dynamic transformations, such as adaptive-dynamic optimizations (cf. Section 3.6.2).

4.7.1 Homogeneous Embedding Approaches

Pluggable Transformations in Functional Host Languages: Hudak’s approach [Hud98] does not address implementing custom program transformations (syntactic/semantic transformations, dynamic transformations: N/A).

With abstracting over semantics, Carette et al. [CKS09] would support transformations, but implementing custom transformations are out of scope (syntactic/semantic transformations, dynamic transformations: I).

Atkey et al. [ALY09] addresses the problem to transform programs from HOAS to de Bruijn encoding and back, however they do not address custom the implementation of transformations (syntactic/semantic transformations, dynamic transformations: I).

Pluggable Transformations in Dynamic languages: Peschanski’s jargons [Pes01], the ad-hoc embedding approaches in Groovy and Ruby, π [KM09], these approaches do not address implementing custom program transformations (syntactic/semantic transformations, dynamic transformations: N/A).

TwisteR [AO10] targets dynamic analysis, but not static or dynamic transformation. TwisteR instruments every embedded program with a pre-processor to expose meta-join-points, but implementing custom transformations are out of scope (syntactic/semantic transformations: I). Pre-processing happens at start-up time. Although developer could use dynamic aspects to adapt running programs, implementing concrete transforms has been out of scope (dynamic transformations: I).

Renggli’s Helvetia [RGN10] heavily relies on transformations to transform concrete to abstract syntax. Moreover, they discuss syntactic/semantic transformations to instrument programs for support for transactional. However, in general, it is not possible to combine several transformations, because developers cannot combiner transformation rules (syntactic/semantic transformations: G). Although, static transformation happens on-demand, it is not dynamic since every program is transformed only once, and it is not clear how their techniques can be used for transformations that depend on the runtime context (dynamic transformations: N/A).

Pluggable Transformations in Staged Languages: Multi-stage language embedding approaches support transformation of a set of AST nodes from one stage to another set of AST nodes in another stage, whereby current approaches consider only transformations on the same AST. To transform the AST, every stage can reify part of the AST, manipulate it by replacing some AST node by other AST node of the same AST, and by reflecting is to the next stage. Custom transformations can be provided as new stages (syntactic/semantic transformations: I). Since every reflective access to the AST must be statically quoted to reflect it, it is not possible to dynamically change reflective access to the AST at runtime (dynamic transformations: N/A).

Tratt [Tra08] compile-time meta-programming naturally support static transformation with its rewrite rules (syntactic/semantic transformations: I), however dynamic transformations are not supported, since the already compiled converge code cannot be adapted anymore (dynamic transformations: N/A).

Pluggable Transformations in OO Languages: Evans [Eva03] and Fowler [Fow05] does not support implementing custom transformations of DSL programs (syntactic/semantic transformations, dynamic transformations: N/A).

Garcia [Gar08] transforms EMF models to fluent interfaces in Java code, but he does not support implementing custom transformations (syntactic/semantic transformations, dynamic transformations: N/A).

For Dubochet [Dub06], Odersky et al. [OSV07], custom transformations are out of scope (syntactic/semantic transformations, dynamic transformations: N/A).
In contrast, Hofer et al. [HORM08, HO10] support modular syntactic and semantics transformations. In [HO10], they address the problem of composing several transformations of one language. In particular, they use four kinds of encodings that have different qualities, in particular, none of the encodings is at the same time extensible, composable, and supporting local as well as global transformations. Further, they cannot compose transformations from multiple languages, because they cannot handle syntactic conflicts between two languages (syntactic/semantic transformations, dynamic transformations: 

4.7.2 Heterogeneous Embedding Approaches

Since heterogeneous approaches often require the language developer to implement an AST representation of the program, most of them support syntactic and also semantic analysis, but there are different qualities.

Pluggable Transformations in Embedded Compilers: Kamin's [Kam98] does not address implementing custom syntactic or dynamic transformations of DSL programs (syntactic/semantic transformations, dynamic transformations: N/A).

Elliot et al. [EFDM03] support semantics analysis with a different focus, namely only for optimizations. Unfortunately, a program cannot be transformed independent from its execution, which disallows custom transformations (syntactic/semantic transformations: G), and dynamic transformations are not possible at compile-time (dynamic transformations: N/A).

Cuadrado et al. [CM07] support generating programs with constraints, but they do not support several transformations of an embedded program (syntactic/semantic transformations: G), and dynamic transformations also are not possible (dynamic transformations: N/A).

Pluggable Transformations in Source Transformation Languages: MetaBorg [BV04] has exceptional good support for transformations. MetaBorg synthesizes program generators for arbitrary CFGs. Developers can implements transformations in modules and they can compose several modular transformations. MetaBorg can transform the AST representation of a program with declarative rewrite rules. Such rules can be explicitly scoped via dynamic conditions to enable context-sensitive transformations. Further, generic rewriting strategies can be used to abstract over syntax. However, there is no implicit mechanism that scopes rewrite rules or that prevents side-effects, which developers need to prevent by explicitly restricting their rules to an exclusive context. Unfortunately, MetaBorg does not support to plug in new transformation in the user domain (syntactic/semantic transformations: G), Context-sensitive transformations depend on the static context, but they cannot take into account the dynamic context of program execution. This is because, MetaBorg's architecture is not integrated with the target code's compiler, and there is no causal connection, i.e. between the running code and the code of the meta-program (dynamic transformations: N/A).

TXL [BV04] also has exceptional good support for transformations. Although it is limited to transformations of LL(*), in particular interesting are TXLs rewrite rules, functions and their scopes, that implicitly take into account rule hierarchies and that can be explicitly scoped to local and global transformations. Unfortunately, TXL does also not support to plug in new transformation in the user domain (syntactic/semantic transformations: G), and TXL's architecture is also not causally connected with the runtime of the generated program (dynamic transformations: N/A).

4.7.3 Roadmap: Transformations in Non-Embedded Approaches

The related work on non-embedded DSLs can be distinguished w.r.t. if there is a DSL for which (1) custom transformation are implemented only once and (2) generic DSL approaches that allow to add new transformations to an existing DSL.

Custom Transformations: Custom transformations for DSLs usually are implemented from scratch and it is a rather large investment to take into account the details of the domain semantics. But, when the returned benefits are large, it is considered worth to invest the additional costs for transformations.
For example, dynamic transformations enable special dynamic optimizations for SQL [DD89]. Today, most SQL implementations of database management systems perform dynamic and adaptive optimizations of SQL queries at runtime. But, such optimizations itself are hard-wired in the SQL implementation. But implementing hard-wired transformation is only feasible in special domains, where there are enough end users benefits to outweigh the costs. Hard-wired transformations are hard to implement and expensive to maintain. They cannot be easily adopted and reused in other domains.

Unfortunately, there is a lack of systematic approach to build dynamic transformations into new languages.

**Generic Transformations:** Often in non-embedded approaches, similarly to analyses, custom transformation are implemented with OO extensions mechanisms. In general, compilers have good support for pluggable transformations with AST visitors, such as in ANTLR, and SableCC. While pluggability of transformations is supported, extensibility of transformations is a problem because of the aforementioned problems. Therefore, often some an extended from of the visitor pattern is used also for transformations [NCM03], in order to allow both pluggable and extensible traversals. An overview of transformations with compiler techniques is given by [FS03].

Technically, transformations are implemented similarly to analyses. Most approaches support only static transformations (e.g. compilation to a GPL). Some approaches allow making transformation context-dependent, such as ANTLR uses semantic predicates for scoping transformation rules.

It is rather hard to compose several transformations, since one transformation may violate the assumptions of another transformation. Often semantic dependencies have to be controlled by the developers for which they can use semantic predicates, such as provided in ANTLR.

Complicated combinations of multiple AST transformations need be scheduled without circularities to be correct. Only a few approaches support developer by scheduling transformations.

There are automatically scheduling interpreters. For example, Jourdan [Jou84] proposes an evaluator that is based on attribute grammars. To allow implicit correct composition of semantics, the evaluator detects circularities for synthesized or inherited attribute at run-time and implements an optimal dynamic evaluation by need of those attributes.

There are also automatically scheduling compilers. For example, JastAdd [HM03, EH07b] also uses attribute grammars and implicitly resolves attribute at compile-time. Unfortunately, it is not possible to build transformations that depend on the runtime context.

In sum, transformations are more or less well supported by interpreters/compilers, but generally, there is little work on dynamic transformations and it is not possible to plug-in transformations in the user domain.

**COTS-based Transformations:** COTS-based DSL approaches support transformations in XML and UML/EMF.

DSL programs as XML documents can be rewritten through XSL transformations (XSLT) [MHS05], e.g., in [MRD08], XSLT is used to transform a workflow DSL into executable code. Still, the applicability of XSLT for DSL implementation is rather limited by their generic syntax, because XML transformations are less readable for humans [MHS05].

For UML and EMF, there are special tools and simulators that validate the standard syntax of UML models. Some tools allow domain-specific extensions in form of UML profiles for various domains, e.g. for real-time [AdSSK06]. While it is relatively easy to provide custom syntax analyses due to the underlying generic syntax and available tools, semantic extension often need to be implemented from scratch. Syntactic transformations are addressed by model-to-model transformations [CH06]. Model-driven approaches address the problem of readability of models and transformations by defining bijective mappings from the generic model representations to an alternative textual representation with better human-readable syntax (e.g., TextUML Toolkit for UML, EMFText for EMF [HJK+09]).

---

2 The TextUML Toolkit Homepage: http://abstratt.com/
For semantic transformations, UML/EMF use model generators that semantically analyze models and generate executable code out of them. QVT [Gro08] enables semantic analyses for UML models [CH06]. QVT and stepwise transformations are heavily used in the model-driven architecture [MSUW02] approach which promises platform independent transformations. QVT transformations are composable, but it has been shown that there are high costs to develop complete transformations, to maintain them, and to understand them for maintenance [KKS07].

Fortunately, there are domain-specific generators available for UML model extensions that take into account the additional information from UML profiles, e.g. through which the generator can incorporate addition logic for handling real-time concerns [AdSSK06]). Domain-specific models can be checked using model checking and simulation, which allows arbitrary semantic domain constraints to be validated.

For embedded languages, what can be learned from COTS-based approaches is that they allow users to relatively easy to plug in custom semantic analyses, pluggable transformations should be as easy as it is possible to add new XSLT or UML template. Further, there is a strong need for declarative query and transformation languages. Finally, one can learn from UML’s tool support. But, in particular embedded approaches do not want to loose the advantage that they are causally connected with their runtime, which in COTS-based approaches is often not the case.
4.8 Summary

This chapter has given a review of support for the desirable properties by the related work on embedding approaches. While the review identified open issues and limitations with current techniques, it highlighted the most important mechanisms in existing embedding approaches. To overcome the current shortcoming of embedded approaches, the review proposes a road map for the research on embedded domain-specific languages, whereby it draws conclusions from studying the available support for the desirable properties in related work on DSLs and GPLs.

Table 4.1 gives the detailed result of this review. For the top most desirable properties (gray lines), for each sub-property, the detailed results are aggregated, such that, the best support that is available for all scenarios is taken into account. Whereby, when one or more scenarios are not supported at all, the corresponding cell indicates the support as only partial (I).

From the review result, one can conclude that there is only limited support for the desirable properties. Existing embedding approaches have only full support for a few properties that are expected by language developers. In current embedding approaches, there is a lack of support for many requirements in language implementation.

For extensibility, there is good support for extensibility, except for semantic adaptations in the user domain.

For composability of languages, most embedding approaches do not allow to compose interacting languages at all. Heterogeneous embedding approaches have good support to address syntactic interactions, but they have limited support to address semantic interactions.

For composition mechanisms, in all embedding approaches, the set of composition mechanisms is closed and none of the approaches allows defining new composition operators for special language composition scenarios. In homogeneous embedding approaches, the general-purpose composition operators provided by their host languages do not adequately address many composition scenarios, particularly scenarios with interaction. In heterogeneous embedding approaches, often the general-purpose composition mechanisms supports language compositions in a declarative way. Because heterogeneous embedding approaches do not support defining new composition mechanisms that facilitate sophisticated compositions scenarios, language developers have to implement the composition semantics for every language composition.

For concrete syntax, only a few homogeneous approaches support concrete syntax while most have strong limitations. In contrast, there are heterogeneous embedding approaches that have excellent support for concrete syntax. So far, heterogeneous embedding approaches do not employ partial definition of concrete syntax. Therefore, there is no saving of the syntax costs by heterogeneous embedding approaches compared to homogeneous embedding approaches. Hence, the heterogeneous embedding approach cannot leverage one of the most competitive advantages of embedding.

For pluggable scoping, special scoping strategies for language constructs are not in the focus of today’s homogeneous embedding approaches, but there is only little support by heterogeneous approaches.

For pluggable analyses, there are some but few homogeneous and heterogeneous approaches that have good support for analyses. The most important limitations are the lack of user-defined analyses and pluggable analysis at runtime.

For pluggable transformations, there are some but few homogeneous and heterogeneous approaches that have good support for transformations. The most important limitations are the lack of user-defined transformation and support for dynamic transformations.

With this limited support for the properties, language developers cannot used current embedding approaches as an alternative to traditional non-embedded approaches for implementing sophisticated DSLs.

Due to the lack of the support for these properties, the adoption of the concept of language embedding is currently limited. To overcome current shortcomings of embedded DSL approaches, for each desirable property, researchers can follow the corresponding roadmap that this section proposes and that suggests how the embedded DSL approaches can learn from traditional non-embedded approaches.
Table 4.1: Review of the Supported Properties by Embedding Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1. Extensibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.1. New Keywords</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.2. Semantic Extensions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.2.1. Conservative Extensions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.2.2. Semantic Adaptations</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2. Composability of Languages</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.1. Languages without Interactions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.2. Languages with Interactions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.2.1. Syntactic Interactions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.2.2. Semantic Interactions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3. Composition Mechanisms</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.1. Syntactic Interactions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.1.1. Conflict-Free Compositions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.1.2. Resolving with Renaming</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.1.3. Resolving with Priorities</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.2. Semantic Interactions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.2.1. Crosscutting Composition</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.2.2. Resolving Composition Conflicts</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4. Concrete Syntax</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4.1. Concrete-to-Abstract</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4.2. Mixfix Operators</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4.3. Overriding Host Keywords</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4.4. Partial Syntax</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5. Pluggable Scoping</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5.1. Dynamic Scoping</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5.2. Implicit References</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5.3. Activation of Constructs</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6. Pluggable Analyses</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6.1. Syntactic Analyses</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6.2. Semantic Analyses</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7. Pluggable Transformations</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7.1. Static Transformations</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7.1.1. Syntactic Transformations</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7.1.2. Semantic Transformations</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7.2. Dynamic Transformations</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.8 Summary
5 Conclusion

In this report, a set of desirable properties for language embedding approaches have been identified by related work on non-embedded language implementation approaches. The report’s premise is that a language embedding approach only facilitates the language developers with their tasks in an adequate way, when it supports all these properties for developing and evolving languages.

Table 5.1 presents a summary of the review’s result. The aggregated values clearly indicate the current limitations of the language embedding approaches, which miss important support for properties that are often supported by non-embedded approaches.

Table 5.1: Review Summary of the Supported Properties by Embedding Approaches

|--------------------|---------------------|---------------------|-----------------|----------------|--------------|--------------|----------------|----------------------|------------------|

There is a lack of support for many requirements in language implementation, particularly for: extensibility with semantic adaptations, composition of interacting languages, new composition mechanisms, partial concrete syntax, pluggable scoping, analyses and transformations. Unfortunately, due to the lack of this support, the adoption of the concept of language embedding is currently limited. The future research on language embedding needs to address these drawbacks in order to make embedding an competitive approach to traditional techniques.
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